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BMC Software considers information included in this documentation to be proprietary and
confidential. Your use of this information is subject to the terms and conditions of the applicable
End User License Agreement for the product and the proprietary and restricted rights notices
included in this documentation.

Customer Support
You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by
contacting Customer Support by telephone or e-mail.

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://
www.bmc.com/support_home. From this Web site, you can:
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive e-mail notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including email addresses, fax numbers, and telephone numbers
You can also access product documents and search the Knowledge Base for help with an issue at
http://www.sentrysoftware.com

In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the
Web, call 800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support
center for assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software
support center that services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the
Support page on the BMC Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.
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Support by Telephone or E-mail
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Release Notes for v2.9.40

Changes and Improvements
Debug output: The debug output now consists in six files that are automatically archived as the
output data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before the first
one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times. The maximum size of
one log file is 50 MB.

Fixed Issues

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

A conflict with the cookie handler feature on Portal 2.9 prevented web requests to be
performed.
The compilation issue that generated an error when BMC Performance Manager Express
Monitoring Studio tried to perform a request on MS SQL servers has been fixed.
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Overview

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is an agent-less Performance Manager for
the BMC® Portal environment. It enables you to setup the monitoring, without any coding, of
varied applications, devices, IT components and non-standard technologies.
It enables you to consolidate diverse monitoring needs within the Portal framework through a
single solution instead of juggling with separate tools and consoles.
The monitoring tools available with this version enable:
1. Command line execution (remote) and analysis on Windows and UNIX/Linux
2. Database query analysis on Oracle Database Servers, Microsoft SQL Servers, MySQL Servers,
Sybase Database Servers
3. Java MBean polling on JBoss, JOnAS, WebSphere, WebLogic and standalone JMX applications
4. LOG file monitoring and parsing
5. SNMP polling
6. WBEM requests
7. Web requests
8. Advanced string searches on the instances of every monitoring tool listed above.
9. Advanced numeric value extractions on the instances of every monitoring tool listed above.
Being a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal, BMC Performance Manager
Express Monitoring Studio uses the Portal’s web-based interface and features for installing,
managing and monitoring your infrastructure.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

For convenience, the product is called Monitoring Studio Express within the product documentation and
online help.
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Supported Platforms

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio provides a set of tools that allows the user
to interrogate and retrieve information from a managed element through a set of protocols.
These protocols are in turn supported by an open-ended range of systems, hardware devices and
software components.
The protocols used by BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio include:
HTTP and HTTPS
JDBC (Java API for database connections)
JMX (JBoss, JOnAS, IBM WebSphere, BEA WebLogic, Sun)
SNMP version 1, 2c and 3
SSH version 1, 2
Telnet
WMI (WBEM through RPC on Windows)
WBEM (CIM over HTTP)
The table below recapitulates the managed elements that can be monitored through each
protocol and the potential pre-requisites on the managed element.
Protocols

Managed Elements

HTTP/HTTPS Any Web site and application or device attached to the network providing a Web-based
interface.
JDBC

Microsoft SQL Server 7, 2000 and 2005
Oracle Database Server 8, 9i and 10g
MySQL Server

JMX

Any system running a JMX-enabled Java application. This includes standalone Java
applications as well as applications running in the following Java application servers:
JBoss 3.2.x, 4.x, 5.x, 6.x, and 7.x

IBM WebSphere 5.x and 6.x
BEA WebLogic 8.x and 9.x

SNMP

Any system or device attached to the network supporting the SNMP protocol version 1, 2c
and 3 (server, storage device, network router, printer, etc.).

SSH

Any UNIX-like system with the sshd daemon running. SSH is used to execute commands in a
UNIX/Linux shell.

Telnet

Any UNIX-like system with the telnetd daemon running. Telnet is used to execute commands
in a UNIX/Linux shell.

WMI

Windows NT4 systems (requires the installation of the WMI layer)
Windows 2000 systems (requires the installation of the WMI layer)
Windows XP
Windows Server 2003
Windows Vista
Windows Server 2008
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JOnAS 4.x

Managed Elements

WBEM

Any system or device attached to the network supporting the WBEM over HTTP protocol

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Protocols
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The Basics

BMC® Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is an agent-less Performance Manager
for the BMC® Portal environment. It enables you to setup the monitoring, without any coding, of
varied applications, devices, IT components and non-standard technologies.
It enables you to consolidate diverse monitoring needs within the Portal framework through a
single solution instead of juggling with separate tools and consoles.
The monitoring tools available with this version enable:
1. Command line execution (remote) and analysis on Windows and UNIX/Linux
2. Database query analysis on Oracle Database Servers, Microsoft SQL Servers, MySQL Servers,
Sybase Database Servers
3. Java MBean polling on JBoss, JOnAS, WebSphere, WebLogic and standalone JMX applications
4. LOG file monitoring and parsing
5. SNMP polling
6. WBEM requests
7. Web requests
8. Advanced string searches on the instances of every monitoring tool listed above.
9. Advanced numeric value extractions on the instances of every monitoring tool listed above.
Being a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal, BMC Performance Manager
Express Monitoring Studio uses the Portal’s web-based interface and features for installing,
managing and monitoring your infrastructure.

This Performance Manager is a toolbox that contains several monitoring tools. It allows you to
consolidate diverse monitoring needs through a single solution. Install the solution like any
other Performance Manager (refer to the Installation Guide).
Once installed, seventeen separate application classes with the prefix: "Studio" are listed under
the solution name: BMC PM Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software. These application
classes correspond to the seventeen “main” monitoring tools. The other monitoring tools for
string searches and numeric value extractions are integrated within each of the main application
classes.
Application class/Monitoring Tool

Description

Studio - JMX Polling (JBoss)
Studio - JMX Polling (JOnAS)
Studio - JMX Polling (WebLogic)
Studio - JMX Polling (WebSphere)
Studio - JMX Polling (Standard JMX application)

Retrieve the values of MBean objects in javaenabled application servers.

Studio - LOG File Monitoring and Analysis
(Windows)

Monitor and parse LOG files on Windows/UNIX/
Linux.
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For convenience, the product is called Monitoring Studio Express within the product documentation and
online help.

Application class/Monitoring Tool

Description

Studio - LOG File Monitoring and Analysis (UNIX/
Linux)
Studio - Remote Command Execution and Analysis
(Windows)
Studio – Remote Command Execution and Analysis
(UNIX/Linux)

Execute remotely and analyze the output of a
command line on Windows/UNIX/Linux.

Studio - SNMP Polling

Retrieve values of single OIDs and SNMP tables.

Studio – SQL Query (Oracle Database Server)
Studio – SQL Query (Microsoft SQL Server)
Studio – SQL Query (MySQL Server)
Studio – SQL Query (Sybase Server)

Execute and analyze the result of SQL queries.

Studio – WBEM Request (Windows WMI, CIM over
RPC)
Studio – WBEM Request (CIM over HTTP)

Retrieve and analyze the result of a WBEM query.

Studio - Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET)
Studio – Web Request (Post a form, HTTP POST)

Send HTTP(S) requests and analyze the Web server
responses.

LOG File Numeric Value Extraction (integrated
within the LOG File class)

Extract numeric values from LOG files.

LOG File String Search (integrated within the LOG
File class)

Run string searches on LOG files.

Numeric Value Extraction (integrated within each
class)

Extract numeric values from the return output of
monitored instances.

String Search (integrated within each class)

Run string searches on the return output of
monitored instances.

1. From the Miscellaneous category, Add the required application class (monitoring tool) to an
element or element profile
2. Enter the information required for monitoring:
Descriptive label – name displayed for the application class
Collection interval – frequency of collection .i.e. monitoring/polling
Connection and user credentials
Input properties specific to each monitoring tool/application class
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Once Monitoring Studio Express is installed in your Portal environment (like any other
Performance Manager):

3. Either add a String search and/or a Numeric Value extraction or create additional instances
for the same class and object, or, go the next step. You can add any number of instances and
any number of string searches or numeric value extractions for each instance of an
application class.
4. Set alert thresholds (Alarm or Warning or No Alerts) on each parameter of the newly-created
monitoring instance/s.
5. The newly-created instances now appear in the left pane of the Portal window.
6. At the next collect, the monitoring begins...
Portal level
Monitoring Studio Express level
BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is an agent-less solution designed
specifically for BMC Portal. Therefore, it uses/shares/offers all the procedures, features and
capabilities offered in the Portal, like Element Profile, Shared credentials, Adding/Editing/
Deleting classes etc.
As described above, you need to enter certain information:
Instance label
Collection interval
User credentials
Connection credentials
Input properties specific to the application class/monitored object.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

These can be termed as Common Settings at the Monitoring Studio Express level, since, once
entered; they permit the creation of innumerable monitoring instances for the same object.
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Getting Started

This chapter describes the prerequisites and the procedures you must perform before you install
BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio. Please follow the given instructions
carefully in order to ensure a successful integration of the solution within the Portal
environment.
The computer on which you install BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio should
already have:
1. BMC Performance Manager Portal version 2.5.00
2. Access to an RSM i.e. Remote Service Monitor
The RSM program must be installed on a Windows platform. This can either be same as the
server where the Portal is installed or, any other Windows computer on the network.
Once you install Monitoring Studio Express on one computer, you can add as many elements as
you require to your monitoring environment, irrespective of whether they are Windows-based,
UNIX or Linux.

The Product
The file required for the installation of BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is:
BPM-Express-MonitoringStudio-<version>.par
The above-mentioned file is valid for installation on Windows, UNIX and Linux.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Please contact your BMC sales representative to purchase the license to use product. The
product package is to be downloaded from the Sentry Software website on the BMC
Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio product page. A trial version is available for
free from the Sentry Software website.
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Installation Guide

Introduction
In order to install BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio (called Monitoring
Studio Express for convenience), you must already be equipped with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

BMC Performance Manager Portal version 2.5.00
Remote Service Manager (RSM) program up and running on a Windows computer
BPM-Express-MonitoringStudio-<version>.par
Super administrator credentials

Installing BPM Express Monitoring
Studio
Place the BMC-PM-MonitoringStudio-<version>.par file in a known location on your file system.
Login to the Portal with super-administrator credentials.
1. Click on Portal, then under Tasks click Performance Managers.
2. Click Upload and then click Browse to open a file selection dialog box.
3. Select BPM-Express-MonitoringStudio-<version>.par and click Upload.
4. The Portal uploads the PAR file to the database, and BPM Express Monitoring Studio now
appears as BMC PM Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software in the list of Performance
Managers.
5. The word Published next to BMC PM Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software in the
Performance Manager list indicates that the product is successfully installed.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

On expanding the tree sign next to BMC PM Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software, you
should see the following seventeen application classes:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Studio – JMX Polling (JBoss)
Studio – JMX Polling (JOnAS)
Studio – JMX Polling (WebLogic)
Studio – JMX Polling (WebSphere)
Studio – JMX Polling (Standalone JMX applications)
Studio – LOG File Monitoring and Analysis (Windows)
Studio – LOG File Monitoring and Analysis (UNIX/Linux)
Studio – Remote Command Execution and Analysis (Windows)
Studio – Remote Command Execution and Analysis (UNIX/Linux)
Studio – SNMP Polling
Studio – SQL Query (Microsoft SQL Server)
Studio – SQL Query (MySQL Server)
Studio – SQL Query (Oracle Database Server)
Studio – SQL Query (Sybase Database Server)
Studio – WBEM Request (CIM over HTTP)
Studio – WBEM Request (Windows WMI, CIM over RPC)
Studio – Web Request (Post a form, HTTP POST)
Studio – Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET)

You are now ready to begin using BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio.

Un-installing BPM Express Monitoring
Studio
1. Delete all BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio application classes from all
elements
2. Remove BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio from the Performance
Manager list of the Portal.
The BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio cannot be un-installed unless all its
application classes are removed from each element.

Deleting Application Classes from an Element
An application class can be deleted from an element in two ways, just as it could be added
through two routes: through Elements or through Element Profile.
If the element was created directly through Elements:

Installing BPM Express Monitoring Studio
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The procedure is the same as for any other Performance Manager on the Portal:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Click in the Configure tab > Properties > click on the element.
In the Application classes section > click Delete.
The Available Application Classes for Removal page appears.
Select the Monitoring Studio Express application classes (prefix Studio) and click Next. It is
possible to select more than one at a time.
5. A Changes Saved message appears, confirming that the deletion has been done.
Repeat this procedure on all elements to which Monitoring Studio Express application classes are added.

Deleting Application Classes from an Element
Profile
An application class can be deleted from an element in two ways, just as it could be added
through two routes: through Elements or through Element Profile.
If the Element Profile route was used click on Configure tab > Element Profile > select Profile >
Edit.
1. Once in the Element Profile Properties page, scroll down to the Application Classes section
and click on Delete.
2. On the Available Application Classes for Removal page, select all the BMC Performance
Manager Express Monitoring Studio classes (prefix Studio) and click Next.
3. Confirm the deletion of the selected classes by clicking on Delete.
4. A Changes Saved message pops up confirming the deletion of the application classes from
this element profile.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

The selected application classes will be deleted from all elements that were created using this element
profile.
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Un-installing BPM Express Monitoring Studio

Removing Monitoring Studio Express from the
Portal
To un-install or remove Monitoring Studio Express from the Portal, you follow the same steps as
for any PM on the Portal.
1. Login with super-administrator credentials and click on Portal > Performance Managers.
2. Ensure the Performance Managers list shows “0” Elements next to the name: BMC PM
Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software.
3. Select BMC PM Express Monitoring Studio by Sentry Software and click Delete.
4. Confirm deletion of the selected Performance Manager by clicking on Delete.
5. A message displaying successful deletion appears.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

The BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is now completely removed from
your BMC Portal environment.

Un-installing BPM Express Monitoring Studio
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Integration Guide

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet
Performance Management

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

To integrate a Performance Manager into BMC ProactiveNet, you need to first install and
configure the solution in BMC Portal, automatically enable the application classes and create a
specific adapter. An adapter for BMC Portal facilitates pulling of performance data from existing
BMC Portal solutions into BMC ProactiveNet. Using an Adapter, you can import BMC Portal
application classes (provided in a Performance Manager – PM) into BMC ProactiveNet. The
Adapter periodically synchronizes the performance data collected by these application classes
into BMC ProactiveNet.

Integration with BMC ProactiveNet Performance Management

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management
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Automatically Enabling the Application
Classes
To automatically enable application classes:
1. Uncompress the BPM-Express-MonitoringStudio-<version>-PM2BPPM.zip file
2. Copy all the BPM_SENTRYSOFTWARE_MONITORINGSTUDIOEXPRESS_SOLUTIONSEN_MS xml
files into: <BPPM install dir>\ProactiveNet\pw\pronto\systdata\adapter-defaults
3. Restart the BMC ProactiveNet server
You will then have to create and import an adapter for a BMC Portal PM

Creating and Importing an Adapter for a BMC
Portal Solution

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Open the BMC ProactiveNet Administration Console. The BMC ProactiveNet Administration Console is
displayed as shown in the following figure:

Accessing the Administration tab in the Administration Console
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Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management

1. Right-click the Adapters folder and select Import Monitor Types and Add Adapter > BMC
Portal.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Importing Monitor Types and Adding Adapter

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management
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Setting the connection parameters

In the Instance Name field, enter a name for this instance of the Adapter that will perform
the integration of the ‘targeted PM’ into BMC ProactiveNet.
Select the Agent where this instance of the Adapter will be executed
Enter the required information to connect to BMC Portal: BMC Portal Host Name or IP
address, Port, BMC Portal User Name and Password
To successfully integrate the PM with BMC ProactiveNet, the BMC Portal User Account specified must
have at least been used once to log in to BMC Portal and have the Monitoring Studio Application Class
added to an existing element.

Enter the required information to connect to BMC Portal Datastore: BMC Portal Datastore
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2. In the Configuration tab, enter the required information:

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Host Name or IP address, Port, and credentials
3. Click Next to continue

Selecting the Application Classes to import

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management
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5. Select the application class(es) to import and click Next
6. Set the Filter details if needed.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Setting filter details
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Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management

7. Click Next to Continue.
8. Set the Auto-sync poll scheduling, if needed.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Scheduling Auto-sync polls

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management
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9. Click Next to continue. The system displays a summary of your settings, click Finish to
confirm. The Adapter has been added to the Adapters folder of the Administration Console.

Adapter added to the Adapters folder

10. To see the class instances that have been imported by the Adapter, expand the Adapters
folder, right-click the Adapter and select Details.

Once created and imported, the Adapter will be displayed in the Devices folder of the BMC
ProactiveNet Operations Console.

Managing Baselines and Key Performance
Indicators
In order to facilitate the detection of abnormalities on your monitored environment, BMC
ProactiveNet calculates baselines per parameter (metrics or attributes) based on values
collected over a specified period of time to determine a normal operating range. When the
collected values for these parameters are out of range, an alert is triggered.
Some parameters are identified by default as Key Performance Indicators and therefore
automatically included in the base lining calculation.
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We strongly recommend that you create a specific adapter for each PM you need to integrate into
BMC ProactiveNet to enable the update of a single PM independently.

The baseline is the expected normal operating range for a metric or attribute of a monitor.
The baseline is calculated by collecting the values for a monitor’s attributes and metrics over a
specified time period and establishing a low baseline value (consisting of the 10th percentile of
all the values for a given time period) and a high baseline value (consisting of the 90th percentile
of all the values for a given time period), taking a weighted average of these values over time. A
higher weight is given to the latest data being factored into the baseline average. The accuracy
of the baseline improves over time.
For baselines to be generated for an attribute, that abnormality threshold means that the
threshold exists and is not suppressed.
Additionally, if the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) mode is active, only those attributes that
have an active abnormality threshold and are also KPI attributes will have baselines generated
for them.

Absolute thresholds (with "outside baseline") or signature thresholds do not satisfy these requirements.

The KPI attribute of a parameter can be activated or deactivated manually through the BMC
ProactiveNet Administration Console. In this PM, some parameters or attributes have been
designated as important indicators of performance (KPIs). We do not recommend that these
default settings are modified.

In the Administration Console, from the menu bar, choose Tools > KPI Administration. The KPI
Administration dialog box is displayed.
1. From the Monitor Type list, choose the monitor type for which you want to add or remove
KPI attributes. A list of attributes for the selected monitor type is displayed.
2. In the KPI column for the attributes that you want to add or remove as Key Performance
Indicators:
select the KPI check box to add the corresponding attribute as a KPI
deselect the KPI check box to remove the corresponding attribute from the KPIs for that
monitor type
For complete and detailed information on this procedure, please refer to the BMC ProactiveNet
documentation available from BMC Web site.

Parameters for which the system by default calculates baselines as well as parameters
considered as KPIs are respectively identified by the following icons:
Baselining
KPI

Integrating with BMC ProactiveNet Performance
Management
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However, advanced users may activate or deactivate KPIs from the BMC ProactiveNet
Administration Console.

User Guide

Introduction
This chapter explains how to use each monitoring tool i.e. a separate application class within the
BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio solution.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio is a Performance Manager specifically
designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it uses the same common features and procedures of BMC®
Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the Portal and therefore explains
procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio, and not on how to
add Elements, Element Profiles etc. Please refer to the BMC Portal documentation for details on how to
use the Portal.

How it Works
1. To use a monitoring tool, add its corresponding application class to an element or element
profile. The Monitoring Studio Express application classes are listed under the
Miscellaneous category of Add Application Classes.
2. Select the application class (monitoring tool) from the Available Application Classes.
3. Enter the information required for monitoring:
Descriptive label: Name displayed for the application class
Collection interval: Frequency of collection .i.e. monitoring/polling
Connection and user credentials: Enter the connection and user credentials
4. Enter input properties specific to each monitoring tool/application class
5. Either add a String search and/or a Numeric Value extraction or create additional instances
for the same class and object, or, go the next step. You can add any number of instances and
any number of string searches or numeric value extractions for each instance of an
application class.
6. Set or modify alert thresholds (Alarm/Warning/No Alerts) on the parameters of the newlycreated monitoring instance(s).
The newly-created instances now appear in the left pane of the Portal window.
To edit or delete an instance, go through the regular procedure followed for all Performance
Managers on the Portal environment:
Click on the application class instance in the Configure tab, and on the Thresholds, Properties
and Credentials page click Edit.
1. Edit the properties and credentials, thresholds and alert conditions for the application class
instance and its dependent classes. After modification, click Save.
The deletion procedure depends on the number of instances you have under this application
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Once BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio installed in your Portal
environment:

class:
1. Delete the entire application class:
If there is just one instance of the application class
If you wish to delete all instances under the application class
2. Delete a specific instance:
If there are more than one instances of the class.
If you have just one instance of this class, or want to delete all instances of the class, you need to
delete the whole class:
1. Click on the element in the Configure tab > Application Classes > Delete
2. Select application class > Next
3. To confirm deletion click Delete
A message indicates successful deletion of the Studio – "x" application class and its dependent
class(es).
To delete a specific instance of an application class when you have more than one instances
under one instance:
1. In the Configure tab, click on the instance you wish to delete, and on the Thresholds,
Properties and Credentials page, click Delete.
2. Confirm the deletion by clicking on OK.
A message indicates successful deletion of the specific instance.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Adding, editing or deleting application classes and instances are based on the Portal features. All
performance managers fully integrated with BMC Portal are built to use the same features/procedures.
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Command Execution and Analysis
The Command Line Analysis tool enables you to remotely execute, run, and verify commands
and scripts. You can then run string searches or extract numeric values on the monitored
commands/scripts.
The aim of this tool is to remotely execute a command line and parse its output. You may have
an in-house script or command that you need to run and analyze at regular intervals in order to
monitor an application. You can configure Monitoring Studio Express to:
Remotely execute a command line and parse the output of this command
Execute on remote elements a script or command line utility stored on the RSM (the script or
command line utility needed by the command line is transferred to the elements prior to its
execution)
Verify the status of the execution
Fine-tune the monitoring by searching for strings or numerical values
On Windows systems, BMC Performance Express Monitoring Studio, uses the WMI protocol by
default, while on UNIX/Linux systems you have the choice to select between using Telnet or SSH
protocols.
The basic steps to remotely execute a command are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Add the remote command execution application class to an element/element profile
Enter the connection credentials
Enter the command to be executed
Set/modify alert thresholds
The remote command execution instance is created and the monitoring begins.

How it Works
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On the creation of an instance:
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1. BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio connects to the remote element via
WMI and creates a process using the Win32_Process class on the remote element to execute
the command.
2. The output is saved temporarily in a file on %SystemRoot%\sen_ms and a share is created on
this folder.
3. Monitoring Studio Express then copies the content of the output file and stores it on the
RSM at: %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\server\rsm\tmp\deploy\. The temporary output file under
sen_ms on the remote element is then deleted.
4. Monitoring Studio Express reads the output of the command from the file stored on the RSM
under %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\server\rsm\tmp\deploy\ and displays it in the ReturnOutput
on the Portal.
5. As soon as the ReturnOutput parameter displays the content in the Portal interface, the
temporary output file is deleted from the RSM.
All the above steps take just a few seconds.

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio connects to the remote element using the
Telnet or SSH protocols and the execution of a command on a UNIX/Linux platform is a
straightforward procedure that warrants no additional "behind the scenes" information.
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Ensure the presence of a folder called sen_ms on the RSM at %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\; or create
one. If a command has already been executed via the same RSM, then the folder will be
present. (as explained in the section above)
1. Before adding the command line instance: Copy the script or command-line utility needed
by the command line to the sen_ms folder.
2. During instance creation, enter the correct format for this command line execution: %
{FromRSM:filename} argument1 argument2 etc.
On creation of the new command line instance with the syntax %{FromRSM:filename},
Monitoring Studio Express looks for this file on RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\sen_ms
1. Using WMI, the connection is established with the remote element and a folder called
sen_ms is created (if not already present) at %SystemRoot%
2. Next, the "external files" are copied from the RSM and stored on the remote element under:
%SystemRoot%\sen_ms and a share is created on this folder.
3. The command is executed on the remote element, and the output is copied to the RSM and
then displayed in the ReturnOutput parameter as explained in the section above.
On creation of the new command line instance with the syntax %{FromRSM:filename},
Monitoring Studio Express looks for the script file on RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\sen_ms. The
script file needs to be a text file as the transfer of binary files is not supported.
1. Using Telnet or SSH, the connection is established and the file content is copied to the
remote machine at: /tmp/sen_ms_RSMHostname_RemoteHostname_filename
2. The command is executed and the output is displayed in the ReturnOutput parameter as
explained in the section above.
Execution Status
Execution Time
Return Output

Setting up a Command Execution and Analysis
Instance
Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

Command Execution and Analysis
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Details of parameters and alert conditions are stated in the Reference Guide.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - Remote Command Execution and
Analysis and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next.
5. You can create up to 10 instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Remote Command Execution and Analysis instance and click Add.
The "Information Required for Monitoring" at this step differs depending whether the command is
to be executed on a remote Windows system or a UNIX/Linux system. The rest of the procedure
and interface is the same irrespective of the type of system.

Name

On Windows

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Execute As
Password
Credential
s

Login used to connect to the remote
element through WMI
Password associated with the login
above
Shared credentials used for
authentication
N/A

Login used to connect to the remote element
through Telnet or SSH
Password associated with the login above
Shared credentials used for authentication
Login used to execute the command. Specify
only if you need to use a different login than
the "Connect As" login specified above. Once
connected, the "su" command will be used to
impersonate as the specified user and
execute the command.
Password associated with the login above.
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element (Appears by default)

Remote
Execution
Method

N/A (Automatically connects using
WMI)

Telnet or SSH. Select the method to connect
to the remote element.

[SSH] Private
Key

N/A

Specify the path of the private key used for
SSH authentication.

[SSH]
Passphrase

Specify the passphrase for the above
imported private key.

Disable Shell
N/A
History Logging

'Yes' will prefix the command with specific
shell instructions to ensure that the
commands executed are NOT registered in
the shell history log file. If 'No' is selected,
users of the same account will see these
commands. It is recommended to select 'No'
if the command is executed on a non-Linux/
UNIX system which will not be able to
interpret the specific shell instructions.

Debug Mode

Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
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Credentials
Connect As
Password
Credential
s

On UNIX/Linux

Name

On Windows

On UNIX/Linux

%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_osCommand_hostName.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
used as an extension of the log name like test.log.1. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times.
The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new command execution instance.
To execute a script or command line utility from the RSM on remote managed elements: Ensure the
presence of a folder called sen_ms on the RSM at %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\; or create one. If a command
has already been executed via the same RSM, then the folder will already exist (see here).

Before adding the command line instance: copy the script or command-line utility needed by
the command line to the sen_ms folder.
Name

Description/Instructions

Command to be
Executed

Enter the command to be executed on the remote system.
To execute a script or command line utility stored on the RSM, enter the command
line in this syntax: %{FromRSM:filename} argument1 (please see here for specific
details).

Timeout After

Enter the maximum execution time before timeout occurs. "0" disables the timeout.
Unit: Seconds.

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this command execution instance. The string search and numeric value
extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the command is
not executed before timeout occurs. You can modify this setting if it does not suit your
requirements. Thresholds and alerts can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/
or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
See details of parameters and alert conditions in the Reference Guide.

Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

Command Execution and Analysis
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Descriptive Label Enter a label to describe this new command execution instance.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved, a message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created command instance. You can also see the
new instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully executed a command remotely.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Example of a Command Execution
Add a new Remote Command Execution and Analysis class instance:
Enter credentials to connect to the AIX server
No root credentials are needed (leave the Execute As fields empty)
Choose Telnet as the connection method (SSH is not enabled by default on AIX servers)
2. Add a new command to be executed with these credentials:
Enter the command to be executed: lsdev -C -c processor -F 'class;name;status'
3. Add a new String Search:
Label: “Available Processors”
CRITERION 1: Line must contain “Available” in the column number 3, the column separator
is semicolon
4. Add a new String Search:
Label: “Stopped Processors”
CRITERION 1: Line must contain “Stopped” in the column number 3, the column separator
is semicolon
The “Count” parameters on the Available processors string search instance show the number of
processors in the server.
The “Count” parameters on the Stopped processors string search instance show the number
of stopped processors. An alert could be setup on the “Count (LB)” parameter to get an alarm
as soon as a processor is stopped.

Database Queries
The Studio - Database Query analysis tool enables you to execute SQL queries on diverse
database servers and monitor their return output within the BMC Portal environment. You need
no longer run separate SQL queries.
Monitoring Studio Express enables you to run and analyze SQL queries within your Portal
environment on the following database servers:
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In this example, we monitor the processors on an IBM AIX server by analyzing the output of an
AIX system command: lsdev.

Microsoft SQL server 7, 2000 and 2005
Oracle database servers 8, 9i and 10g
MySQL server v5
Sybase database servers (Adaptive Server Enterprise, Adaptive Server Anywhere, Adaptive
Server IQ, Replication Server)
Once set-up, you can then fine-tune your monitoring by performing string searches and numeric
value extractions on the return output of the SQL queries.
Basically, if an application you wish to monitor uses a database server, you can test this database
by sending applicative queries to the database server, or by testing the content of some critical
application tables. Once you have specified your SQL query, you search for strings in the result
set and build graphs using the numerical values returned. Queries can be set up to perform
complex tasks with just the click of a button, and they can be saved for future use.

SQL: A short form of Structured Query Language, is a computer language designed for the
retrieval and management of data in relational database management systems, database
schema creation and modification, and database object access control management
Queries: The most common operation in SQL databases is the query, which is performed
most often with the declarative SELECT keyword. SELECT retrieves data from a specified
table, or multiple related tables, in a database. SQL queries allow the user to specify a
description of the desired result set, but it is left to the devices of the database
management system (DBMS) to plan, optimize, and perform the physical operations
necessary to produce that result set in as efficient a manner as possible.
Keywords like SELECT, or keyword clauses like ORDER BY, FROM, GROUP BY etc. used for SQL
queries are numerous and can vary depending on the database server they are run on.
JDBC: Short for Java Database Connectivity is a Java API that enables Java programs to
execute SQL statements. JDBC allows Java programs to interact with any SQL-compliant
database. Since nearly all relational database management systems (DBMSs) support SQL,
and because Java itself runs on most platforms, JDBC makes it possible to write a single
database application that can run on different platforms and interact with different DBMSs.
JDBC is similar to ODBC, but is designed specifically for Java programs, whereas ODBC is
language-independent. JDBC was developed by JavaSoft, a subsidiary of Sun Microsystems.
The 3 basic steps to run Database queries are:
1. Identify the host, specify the type of database server, enter connection credentials.
2. Specify the SQL query to be executed and set thresholds with alert conditions
3. Monitoring Studio Express runs the query and displays its response under the parameter
Return Output
Fine-tune the monitoring by running string searches or performing numeric value extractions on
the return output of the monitored instance.

Database Queries
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BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio runs, analyzes and monitors SQL queries
on database servers using the JDBC technology.

Connection Status
Execution Time
Query Status
Return Output
Details of the parameters and alert conditions are stated in the Reference Guide.

Setting up an SQL Query on a Microsoft SQL
Server
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - SQL Query (Microsoft SQL Server)
and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Studio - SQL Query (Microsoft SQL Server) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool.

Collection Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5
minutes)

Credentials
Connect As
Password
Credentials

Login used to connect to the database server
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element (Appears by default).
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All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

Name

Description/Instructions

Port

The port number on which the MS SQL server is running.

Database Name

Enter the database name of the MS SQL server.

Instance Name

Enter the instance name of the MS SQL Server. Leave it blank to consider the
default value. Default_Value: "Default".

Authentication Mode

Specify whether you want to connect using Windows or SQL server
credentials.

SSL Encryption

"Yes" enables the SSL encryption while "No" disables it.

Timeout After

Unit: Seconds. Maximum execution time before timeout is reached.

Debug Mode

Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output
produced is stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_dbQuery_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the
output data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used
and a number added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6
log files are kept before the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6
archived log files at all times. The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new SQL query instance.

SQL Query

Enter a SQL query to be executed.
Note: Single SQL query stored in a file on the RSM can be executed using the
%{FromRSM:filename} macro

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this SQL query instance. The string search and numeric value extraction
instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Connection Status and Query Status parameters are enabled to raise an Alarm
if the connection to the database fails or if the query is not executed before timeout occurs.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements. See details of parameters and alert
conditions in the Reference Guide.

Database Queries
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6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:

Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed an SQL query on a MS SQL server and can now
monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Setting up an SQL Query on a MySQL Server
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - SQL Query (MySQL Server) and
select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Studio - SQL Query (MySQL Server) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Credentials
Login used to connect to the database server
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2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.

Name

Description/Instructions

Connect
Password associated with the above login
As
Shared credentials used for authentication
Password
Credential
s
Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element (Appears by default)

Port

The port number on which the MySQL database server is running

Database
Name

Enter the database name of the MySQL server.

Timeout After

Unit: Seconds. Maximum execution time before timeout is reached

Debug Mode

Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_dbQuery_hostName.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times. The
maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Enter a label to describe this new SQL query instance.
Label
Enter a SQL query to be executed.
Note: Single SQL query stored in a file on the RSM can be executed using the %
{FromRSM:filename} macro

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this SQL query instance. The string search and numeric value extraction
instances can also be set later on this instance.
7. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
8. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Connection Status and Query Status parameters are enabled to raise an Alarm
if the connection to the database fails or if the query is not executed before timeout occurs.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements. See details of parameters and alert
conditions in the Reference Guide.
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SQL Query

Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed an SQL query on a MySQL server and can now
monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Setting up an SQL Query on an Oracle
Database Server
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - SQL Query (Oracle Database
Server) and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up
to 10 instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Studio - SQL Query (Oracle Database Server) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)
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If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

Name

Description/Instructions

Credentials
Connect
Login used to connect to the database server
As
Password associated with the above login.
Password Shared credentials used for authentication
Credential
s
Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Port

The port number on which the Oracle database server is running

Oracle SID

Enter the SID of the Oracle database server.

Timeout After

Enter a maximum execution time. Unit: Seconds

Debug Mode

Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_dbQuery_hostName.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times. The
maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Enter a label to describe this new SQL query instance.

SQL Query

Enter a SQL query to be executed.
Note: Single SQL query stored in a file on the RSM can be executed using the %
{FromRSM:filename} macro

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this SQL query instance. The string search and numeric value extraction
instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Connection Status and Query Status parameters are enabled to raise an Alarm
if the connection to the database fails or if the query is not executed before timeout occurs.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements. See details of parameters and alert
conditions in the Reference Guide.
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6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:

Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed an SQL query on a Oracle database server and can
now monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Setting up an SQL Query on a Sybase
Database Server
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - SQL Query (Sybase Database
Server) and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up
to 10 instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Studio - SQL Query (Sybase Database Server) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)
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If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

Name

Description/Instructions

Credentials
Connect
Login used to connect to the database server
As
Password associated with the above login
Password Shared credentials used for authentication
Credential
s
Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Port

The port number on which the Sybase database server is running

Database
Name

Enter the name of the Sybase database

Timeout After

Enter a maximum execution time. Unit: Seconds

Debug Mode

Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_dbQuery_hostName.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times. The
maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Enter a label to describe this new SQL query instance.

SQL Query

Enter a SQL query to be executed.
Note: Single SQL query stored in a file on the RSM can be executed using the %
{FromRSM:filename} macro

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this SQL query instance. The string search and numeric value extraction
instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Connection Status and Query Status parameters are enabled to raise an Alarm
if the connection to the database fails or if the query is not executed before timeout occurs.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements. See details of parameters and alert
conditions in the Reference Guide.
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6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:

Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed an SQL query on a Sybase database server and can
now monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Example of a Database Query Analysis
In this example, we will retrieve the list of registered RSMs in our BMC Portal configuration and
trigger an alarm when one of them fails (i.e. its status is neither ONLINE, nor DISABLED). We will
interrogate BMC Portal’s DataStore (an Oracle database) in order to get this information.

3. Add a new String Search:
Search for lines that match with [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2]
[CRITERION 1]: Line must NOT contain “ONLINE” in the 8th column, case insensitive
[CRITERION 2]: Line must NOT contain “DISABLED” in the 8th column, case insensitive
Column separator: semicolon
Alert thresholds on either the “Matching Lines” (Regular Expression Threshold .*) or the
“Matching Line Count” parameter (alarm is greater than or equals to 1)

JMX Polling
The Studio - JMX Polling tool enables you to retrieve and analyze the values of MBean objects of
diverse Java MBean enabled applications. You need no longer run separate JMX application
interfaces.
With the JMX polling tools, you can access and monitor the following MBean application servers:
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Add a new “SQL Query – Oracle” class:
Enter the credentials to connect to BMC Portal’s DataStore (pe/pe by default)
Port: 1521
Oracle SID: bmcpds
2. Add a new SQL query instance:
Specify the following SQL query: SELECT * FROM agent

JBoss
JOnAS
BEA WebLogic
IBM WebSphere
Standard or Standalone JMX application
You can run string searches or perform numeric value extractions on the return output of all the
above java-enabled applications servers to fine-tune your monitoring.
Java Management Extensions (JMX) a trademark of Sun Microsystems, is a Java technology that
supplies tools for managing and monitoring applications, system objects, devices (e.g. printers)
and service oriented networks. Those resources are represented by objects called MBeans (for
Managed Bean).
Java Management Extensions (JMX) technology provides the tools for building distributed Webbased modular and dynamic solutions for managing and monitoring devices, applications, and
service-driven networks. JMX is based on 3-level architecture:
The Probe level: contains the probes (called MBeans) instrumenting the resources. It is also
known as the instrumentation level.
The Agent level: the MBeanServer is the core of JMX. It is an intermediary between the
MBean and the applications.
The Remote Management level: enables remote applications to access the MBeanServer
through Connectors and Adapters. A connector provides full remote access to the
MBeanServer API using various communication frameworks such as RMI, IIOP, JMS, WS-*;
while an adapter adapts the API to another protocol (SNMP) or to Web-based GUI (HTML/
HTTP, WML/HTTP…)

For example you could represent your laptop as an MBean and then "monitor" it. Applications do
not access MBeans directly, but instead access them through the MBean server with their unique
ObjectName. An MBean server implements the interface javax.management. MBeanServer

With the JMX polling feature of Monitoring Studio Express, you can easily monitor the abovementioned application servers and consolidate the monitoring of these MBeanServers within
your Portal environment. You need no longer interrogate the various application servers through
their respective interfaces just to view the status of the MBeans.
Monitoring Studio uses the MBeanServerConnection method, connecting to the platform
MBeanServer of a running JVM. In this method, you use the getAttribute() method of
MBeanServerConnection to get an attribute of a platform MBean, providing the MBean's
ObjectName and the attribute name as parameters.
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An MBean server is a repository of MBeans that provides management applications access to
MBeans. An MBean is nothing but a java object that represents a manageable resource, such as
an application, a service, a component, or a device.

Monitoring Studio Express will poll the application servers and display the MBeans attributes and values.
To create and register new MBeans or modify existing ones, you are required to do so using the specific
application server interface.

The basic steps to execute JMX Polling are:
1. Select the JMX tool according to the type of JMX server you wish to poll
2. Identify the host, specify the type of JMX server, enter connection credentials, port number,
server name etc.
3. Enter the domain name, key property and attribute name, rapidly found using the Sentry
JMX Browser.
4. Set/modify thresholds with alert conditions
5. Monitoring Studio Express polls the JMX server and displays its response under the
parameters Text Value or Numeric Return Output

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Execution Status Text

Parameter that reflects the connection status to
the JMX application server.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the JMX
MBeanServer of the Java Application Server.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the JMX
MBeanServer of the Java Application Server. The
possible causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Text Value

Text

Parameter displays the value of the specified
attribute of the specified MBean object – when this
attribute is a text type value.
“No data found” indicates that the specified
MBean attribute is a numeric type value. In such a
case, this parameter will be grey and it is the
Numeric Value parameter that will display the
polled values.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Numeric Value
(HB)

Numeri
c

Displays the value of the specified attribute of the
specified MBean object – when this attribute is a
numeric type value (integer, float, etc.).
Unit: General numbers
“No data” indicates that the specified MBean
attribute is a text type value and hence this
parameter is in grey. In such a case, it is the Text
Value parameter that will display the content
polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a
higher count is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set
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Fine-tune the monitoring by running string searches or performing numeric value extractions on
the return output of the monitored instance.

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Numeric Value
(LB)

Numeri
c

Displays the value of the specified attribute of the
specified MBean object – when this attribute is a
numeric type value (integer, float, etc.).
Unit: General numbers
“No data” indicates that the specified MBean
attribute is a text type value and hence this
parameter is in grey. In such a case, it is the Text
Value parameter that will display the content
polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a
lower count is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Text Value vs Numeric Value: These parameters display the specified MBean attribute. If it is a numeric
value, the Text Value parameter will not be collected, and the results will appear in the Numeric Value
parameters or vice-versa.

The table below lists the input variables required to connect to the various JMX application
servers.
JMX Application Server

Input Variables

JBoss by Redhat

Principle: Login used to connect to the application server
Credentials: Password
Credentials: Shared credentials used for authentication
Hostname: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the JBoss
application server is running
JBoss Environment: Select the version of the JBoss application server.
Port: Enter the port number of the JBoss application server. (1099 by default)
Initial Context Factory: Default: org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory
URL Package Prefixes: Default: org.jboss.naming:org.jnp.interfaces

JOnAS

Principle: Login used to connect to the application server
Credentials: Password
Credentials: Shared credentials used for authentication
Hostname: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the JOnAS
application server is running
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Input Variables for JMX Applications

JMX Application Server

Input Variables

Port: Enter the port number of the JOnAS application server. (1099 by default)
Server name: Enter the JOnAS server name.
JOnAS Protocol: Select a protocol (JRMP/IIOP) to connect to the JOnAS
application server.
Initial Context Factory: Default:
com.sun.jndi.rmi.registry.RegistryContextFactory
URL Package Prefixes: Default: org.objectweb.jonas.naming
BEA WebLogic

Principle: Login used to connect to the application server
Credentials: Password
Credentials: Shared Credentials used for authentication
Hostname: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the WebLogic
application server is running
WebLogic Environment: Select the version of the WebLogic application server.
Port: Enter the port number of the WebLogic application server. (7001 by
default)
JNDI: Default: weblogic.management.mbeanservers.domainruntime
Initial Context Factory: Default: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

IBM WebSphere

Principle: Login used to connect to the application server
Credentials: Password
Credentials: Shared Credentials used for authentication
Connection Information 5.x:
Hostname: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the WebSphere
5.x application server is running
WebSphere Environment: Select the version of the WebSphere application
server.
SOAP Port: Enter the port number. (8880 by default)
TrustStoreFile Path: Enter the complete path to the file
DummyClientTrustFile.jks which is on the RSM server. This file is to be copied
from %IBM_HOME%\AppServer\etc and stored on the RSM server in order to
connect to the WebSphere application server.
TrustStore Password: Enter the SSL Trust password. Default: WebAS (casesensitive).
KeyStoreFile Path: Enter the complete path to the file DummyClientKeyFile.jks
which is on the RSM server. This file is to be copied from %IBM_HOME%
\AppServer\etc and stored on the RSM server in order to connect to the
WebSphere application server.
KeyStore Password: Enter the SSL Key password. Default: WebAS (casesensitive).
For connection to WebSphere 5.x, Monitoring Studio Express requires
IBM 32-bit SDK v5.0 to be installed on the same server as the RSM.
Connection to the WebSphere AS requires the presence of certain
credential files: DummyClientKeyFile.jks and DummyClientTrustFile.jks on the
RSM. These files are created and stored by WebSphere under %IBM_HOME%
\AppServer\etc. It is essential to copy both files to the local file-system of the
server where the RSM is running.
Connection Information 6.x:
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For WebLogic 8.x: Monitoring Studio Express requires JVM 1.4_2 to be
installed on the same server as the RSM in order to connect to WebLogic
8.x.

JMX Application Server

Input Variables

Host: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the WebSphere 6.x
application server is running
SOAP Port: Enter the port number. The first profile created on WebSphere is by
default 8880 and every profile created on WebSphere is allotted a new SOAP
port number by increasing the count from 8880. This can be modified.
TrustStoreFile path: Enter the complete path to the file
DummyClientTrustFile.jks which is on the RSM server. This file is to be copied
from %IBM_HOME%\profile\profilename\etc and stored on the RSM server in
order to connect to the WebSphere application server.
TrustStore password: Enter the SSL Trust password created on WebSphere for
your profile. By default: WebAS (case-sensitive)
KeyStoreFile path: Enter the complete path to the file DummyClientKeyFile.jks
which is on the RSM server. This file is to be copied from %IBM_HOME%\profile
\profilename\etc and stored on the RSM server in order to connect to the
WebSphere application server.
KeyStore password: Enter the SSL Key password created on WebSphere for your
profile. By default: WebAS (case-sensitive)
Connection to the WebSphere AS requires the presence of certain
credential files: DummyClientKeyFile.jks and DummyClientTrustFile.jks on the
RSM. These files are profile-specific and are created and stored by WebSphere
under %IBM_HOME%\profile\profilename\etc. It is essential to copy both files
to the local file-system of the server where the RSM is running.
Principle: Login used to connect to the application server.
Credentials: Password
Credentials: Shared Credentials used for authentication.
Hostname: The hostname or IP address of the server on which the generic JMX
application server is running
Port: Enter the port number. (Not required if JMX URL is provided)
Server Name: Enter the server name. (Not required if JMX URL is provided)
JMX URL: Enter the complete URL only if the port number and server name are
not provided.
Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://[hostname]:[port]/[servername].

Sentry JMX Browser
The Sentry JMX Browser is a tool that enables you to rapidly query a JMX application server in
order to obtain domain names, key properties and attributes for monitoring a JMX application
server within the Portal environment.
The JMX browser is an .exe file
To be installed on a local Windows host
It queries all JMX application servers monitored by BPM Express Monitoring Studio: JBoss,
JOnAS, WebLogic, WebSphere and Generic application servers, and displays their properties.
The Sentry JMX Browser can be downloaded from the Sentry Software Website on the BMC
Performance Express Monitoring Studio product page or from the BMC Software EPD page for
BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio.
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Standard or Standalone
JMX Application

Download the SentryJMXBrowser_Install_1000.exe file to your local Windows host
1. Double-click the EXE file
2. Enter the path where you want to install the application and click on Install Now .
3. An Sentry JMX Browser icon is created on the desktop, and the application appears in the
program list of your computer.
Double-click on the icon to start the browser.
2. Select your JMX environment from the drop-down list and enter the input properties for
connecting to the JMX application server.
3. The input properties required here are identical to those required in the Portal interface:
Name

Description/Instructions

Hostnam
e

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the JMX application server is running

Port

Enter the port number of the JMX application server.

Principle Enter the login used to connect to the application server.
Credentia Enter the password associated with the above login.
l

4. Once all properties are entered, click on Connect. The browser connects to the JMX
application server and displays all available Domain names and associated key properties are
displayed.
5. Use the filter or directly select a domain name and key property by clicking on the row.
(Double-clicking the Domain name and Key property row displays the available Attributes)
6. To copy the domain name and key property into the Portal interface: Select the row and then
right click it to copy (or use Edit>Copy).
7. The whole row gets copied. It contains the domain name and the key property. Paste the
contents into the field for Domain Name in the Portal interface.
8. Cut out the key property part and paste it into the field for Key Property.
9. In the browser, double-click the row to invoke the attribute window. Select the attribute
and right click it to copy it (or use Edit>Copy); and paste it into the appropriate field for
Attribute in the Portal interface.
10. Close the browser or select other domain names/key properties etc.

Polling a JBoss Application Server
Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.
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The rest of the input properties required will depend on the server selected. Details for all
servers are stated in Input Variables

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - JMX Polling (JBoss) and select the
number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10 instances at this
stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the JMX Polling (JBoss) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool.

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes).

JMX Polling

Login used to connect to the application server
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the JBoss application server is
running (Appears by default).

JBoss
Environment

Select the version of the JBoss application server.

Port

Enter the port number of the JBoss application server. (1099 by default).

Initial Context
Factory

Default: org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory.

URL Package
Prefixes

Default: org.jboss.naming:org.jnp.interfaces.

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at: %RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS
\sen_ms_debug_jmx_(servertype)_hostname.log.
File name example: sen_ms_debug_jmx_JBoss32x_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times.
The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.
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Credentials
Principle
Credential
s
Credential
s

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new JBoss polling instance.

Domain Name

Enter the domain name under which the attribute to be monitored is present.

Key Property

Enter the unique key property name under which the attribute to be monitored
is present.

Attribute Name

Enter the name of the attribute whose value you wish to collect.

To obtain the above properties from the JMX application, you can use the Sentry JMX Browser.

7. After entering the input properties, either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page,
or, add a string search or a numeric value extraction for this JMX polling query instance. The
string search and numeric value extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection to
the application server fails.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed a JMX Polling on a JBoss application server and can
now monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.
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Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

Polling a JOnAS Application Server
Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.
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4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - JMX Polling (JOnAS) and select the
number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10 instances at this
stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
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You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting up
the JMX Polling (JOnAS) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Credentials
Principle
Credential
s
Credential
s

Login used to connect to the application server
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the JOnAS application server is
running (Appears by default)

Port

Enter the port number of the JOnAS application server. (1099 by default).

Server Name

Enter the JOnAS server name.

Initial Context
Factory

Default: com.sun.jndi.rmi.registry.RegistryContextFactory

URL Package
Prefixes

Default: org.objectweb.jonas.naming

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_jmx_(servertype)_hostname.log.
File name example: sen_ms_debug_jmx_JOnAS4x_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times.
The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

5. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new JOnAS polling instance.

Domain Name

Enter the domain name under which the attribute to be monitored is present.

Key Property

Enter the unique key property name under which the attribute to be monitored
is present.

Attribute Name

Enter the name of the attribute whose value you wish to collect.

To obtain the above properties from the JMX application, you can use the Sentry JMX Browser.
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JOnAS Protocol Select a protocol, JRMP or IIOP, to connect to the JOnAS application server.

6. After entering the input properties, either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page,
or, add a string search or a numeric value extraction for this JMX polling query instance. The
string search and numeric value extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
7. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
8. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection to
the application server fails.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

9. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed a JMX Polling on a JOnAS application server and can
now monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Polling a WebLogic Application Server
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.
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Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - JMX Polling (WebLogic) and select
the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10 instances at
this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the JMX Polling (WebLogic) instance and click Add.
For WebLogic 8.x: Monitoring Studio Express requires JVM 1.4_2 to be installed on the same
server as the RSM in order to connect to the WebLogic 8.x application server.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Login used to connect to the application server
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the WebLogic application server is
running. (Appears by default)

WebLogic
Environment

Select the version of the WebLogic application server.

Port

Enter the port number of the WebLogic application server. (7001 by default)

JNDI

Select a JNDI name from the list. Default:
weblogic.management.mbeanservers.domainruntime

Initial Context
Factory

Default: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_jmx_(servertype)_hostname.log.
File name example: sen_ms_debug_jmx_WebLogic8x_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times.
The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new WebLogic polling instance.

Domain Name

Enter the domain name under which the attribute to be monitored is present.
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Credentials
Principle
Credential
s
Credential
s

Name

Description/Instructions

Key Property

Enter the unique key property name under which the attribute to be monitored
is present.

Attribute Name

Enter the name of the attribute whose value you wish to collect.

To obtain the above properties from the JMX application, you can use the Sentry JMX Browser.

7. After entering the input properties, either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page,
or, add a string search or a numeric value extraction for this JMX polling query instance. The
string search and numeric value extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection to
the application server fails.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new instance of
the class under Application Classes.

To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Polling a WebSphere Application Server
Monitoring WebSphere application servers requires the presence of certain files on the RSM
depending on the version of the WebSphere server.
Monitoring Studio Express requires the IBM 32-bit SDK v5.0 to be installed on the same server as
the RSM.
Connection to the WebSphere application server requires the presence of certain credential
files on the RSM: DummyClientKeyFile.j ks and DummyClientTrustFile.j ks
These files are created and stored by WebSphere under %IBM_HOME%\AppServer\etc. It is vital
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You have successfully remotely executed a JMX Polling on a WebLogic application server and
can now monitor it.

to copy both files to the local file-system of the server where the RSM is running.
Connection to the WebSphere application server requires the presence of certain credential
files on the RSM: DummyClientKeyFile.jks and DummyClientTrustFile.jks
These files are profile-specific and are created and stored by WebSphere under %IBM_HOME%
\profile\profilename\etc. It is vital to copy both files to the local file-system of the server where
the RSM is running.
Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Credentials
Principle
Credentials
Credentials

Login used to connect to the application server
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the WebSphere application server is
running (Appears by default)

WebSphere
Environment

Select the version of the WebSphere application server.

SOAP Port

Enter the port number. (8880 by default)
For WebSphere v6.x, the first profile created on WebSphere is by default
8880 and every profile created on WebSphere is allotted a new SOAP port number
by increasing the count from 8880. This can be modified. WebSphere v5.x is not
"profile-specific".

TrustStoreFile
Path

Enter the complete path to the file DummyClientTrustFile.jks which is on the RSM
server.
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4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - JMX Polling (WebSphere) and
select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the JMX Polling (WebSphere) instance and click Add.

Name

Description/Instructions

WebSphere 5.x: The above-mentioned file is to be copied from %IBM_HOME%
\AppServer\etc and stored on the RSM server in order to connect to the WebSphere
application server.
WebSphere 6.x: The above-mentioned file is profile-specific and is created
and stored by WebSphere under %IBM_HOME%\profile\profilename\etc. This is to
be copied to the RSM server in order to enable connection to the WebSphere
application server.
TrustStore
Password

Enter the SSL Trust password. Default:WebAS (case-sensitive). It is profile-specific
on WebSphere 6.x.

KeyStoreFile
Path

Enter the complete path to the file DummyClientKeyFile.jks which is on the RSM
server.
WebSphere 5.x: The above-mentioned file is to be copied from %IBM_HOME%
\AppServer\etc and stored on the RSM server in order to connect to the WebSphere
application server.

KeyStore
Password

Enter the SSL Key password. Default:WebAS (case-sensitive). It is profile-specific on
WebSphere 6.x.

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at: %RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS
\sen_ms_debug_jmx_(servertype)_hostname.log.
File name example: sen_ms_debug_jmx_WebSphere6x_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
added as an extension to the log name, like <log.1>. Up to 6 log files are kept before
the first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times.
The maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new WebSphere polling instance.

Domain Name

Enter the domain name under which the attribute to be monitored is present.

Key Property

Enter the unique key property name under which the attribute to be monitored
is present.

Attribute Name

Enter the name of the attribute whose value you wish to collect.

To obtain the above properties from the JMX application, you can use the Sentry JMX Browser.
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WebSphere 6.x: The above-mentioned file is profile-specific and is created
and stored by WebSphere under %IBM_HOME%\profile\profilename\etc. This is to
be copied to the RSM server in order to enable connection to the WebSphere
application server.

7. After entering the input properties, either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page,
or, add a string search or a numeric value extraction for this JMX polling query instance. The
string search and numeric value extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection to
the application server fails.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click on Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed a JMX Polling on a WebSphere application server
and can now monitor it.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Polling a Standard JMX Application
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class
through the same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.
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Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - JMX Polling (Generic) and select
the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10 instances at
this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the JMX Polling (Generic) instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Credentials
Principl Login used to connect to the application server
e
Password associated with the above login
Credenti Shared credentials used for authentication
als
Credenti
als
Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the server on which the generic application server is
running (Appears by default)

Port

Enter the port number. (Not required if JMX URL is provided)

Server Name Enter the server name. (Not required if JMX URL is provided)
Enter the complete URL only if the port number and server name are not provided.
Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://[hostname]:[port]/[servername].

Debug Mode "Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_jmx_standard_hostname.log.
The debug output consists in six files that are automatically archived as the output
data is created. Each time a log file is full, a new log file will be used and a number
used as an extension of the log name like test.log.1. Up to 6 log files are kept before the
first one is removed, providing a maximum of 6 archived log files at all times. The
maximum size of one log file is 50 MB.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input Properties of the new instance. Enter the required input:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new JMX polling instance.

Domain Name

Enter the domain name under which the attribute to be monitored is present.

Key Property

Enter the unique key property name under which the attribute to be monitored is
present.

Attribute Name

Enter the name of the attribute whose value you wish to collect.

To obtain the above properties from the JMX application, you can use the Sentry JMX Browser.
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JMX URL

7. After entering the input properties, either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page,
or, add a string search or a numeric value extraction for this JMX polling query instance. The
string search and numeric value extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions:
By default, the Execution Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection to
the application server fails.
You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts can
be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the parameters to
activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click on Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully remotely executed a JMX Polling on a generic JMX application server
and can now monitor it.

LOG File Monitoring and Analysis in a
Nutshell
Monitoring Studio Express enables you to monitor the presence, size, growth and security of a
LOG file and also parse the content of the file.
The LOG File Monitoring and Analysis tool is one of the most important tools within BMC
Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio tool-set. It allows you to:
Monitor the main characteristics of these files such as: Presence, size, growth & security
Application activity is usually recorded in LOG files, which is why LOG files are of extreme
importance as they trace all operations. Monitoring and analyzing LOG files enables
identification and notification of errors or anomalies. LOG files keep growing in size, as activity is
constantly logged in. Monitoring Studio Express renders easier analysis of large LOG files and its
LOG file string search feature enables you to run searches only on the newly appended lines.
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To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

The basic steps to monitor and analyze a LOG file are:

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Access
Rights

Text

On UNIX/Linux systems: Parameter displays the access
rights to the monitored file in the form: “rwxrwxrwx”
On Windows system: Parameter is not available. The
message “No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Exists

Text

Parameter that reflects whether or not the monitored file Alarm or Warning
is currently present.
Alarm
The parameter’s value is either “True” or “False”.
Alarm activated by
default

Group

Text

On UNIX/Linux: Parameter displays the owner group of
the file.
On Windows systems: Parameter is not available. The
message “No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Growth
Percentage

Numer Parameter displays the growth of the monitored file
ic
relative to its previous size in percentage.
The parameter’s value is calculated as follows:
Unit: KB/min (Kilobytes per minute)
Note: The value can be negative when the file shrinks in
size.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Growth
Speed

Numer Parameter displays the growth of the monitored file
ic
calculated as follows:
Unit: KB/min (Kilobytes per minute)
Note: The value can be negative when the file shrinks in
size.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set
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1. Specify the LOG file or indicate the path to the directory that holds it
2. Select where the parsing should take place: On the managed element or on the RSM.
When the parsing is done on the RSM, the impact it has on the network traffic will depend
on file size/growth of file. When the parsing is done on the managed element, the amount
of CPU usage on the managed element will depend on the file size and growth of file.
3. Setup a string search or numeric value extraction to fine-tune the monitoring.
The connection is established with the remote element through WBEM (WMI)
If a wildcard is used for the file name, then it is the Win32_Directory class looks for the most
recently modified file.
The Win32_DataFile class is used to collect all the file-related data.
The values or information is displayed in the Portal interface through the various parameters
The connection is established with the remote element via SSH or Telnet
If a wildcard is used for the file name, then the command "find" is used to get the most
recently modified file.
The command "ls" is used to find all the file-related data.
The values or information is displayed in the Portal interface through the various
parameters.

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Last
Modified

Text

Parameter displays the full path of the currently
monitored file.
Note: This parameter allows you to easily identify which
file is monitored when wildcards have been used in the
field for “name” of file to be monitored.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Monitored
File

Text

Parameter displays the full path of the currently
monitored file.
Note: This parameter allows you to easily identify which
file is monitored when wildcards have been used in the
field for “name” of file to be monitored.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Owner

Text

On UNIX/Linux systems: Parameter displays the owner
of the file.
On Windows: Parameter is not available. The message
“No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Size

Numer Parameter displays the size of the monitored file.
ic
Unit: KB (Kilobytes)

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

Example of a JMX Polling Instance

Create a new “JMX Polling – Jboss” class:
Enter the credentials to connect to the JBoss Application Server (default is “admin/
admin”)
JBoss version: “JBoss 4.x”
Port: 9379
2. Add a new JMX polling instance:
Label: Database Availability from JBoss
Domain Name: websdk.util
Key Property: service=DatabaseAvailability
Attribute: StateString
3. Add a new String Search:
Label: “NON Started?”
CRITERION 1: Line must NOT contain “Started”, case insensitive
Alert threshold on the “Matching Lines” parameter: When the “.*” regular expression is
found (once or more), trigger an alarm immediately
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In this example, we will setup the monitoring of the “DataStore” of BMC Portal (the Oracle
database) as seen by Portal’s Java Application Server (the JBoss Application Server in BMC Portal
reports whether it is able to connect to the DataStore). We use JMX to retrieve value of the
“StateString” attribute of the “service=DatabaseAvailability” key property in the “websdk.util”
domain on BMC Portal’s integrate JBoss Application Server.

We will get an alert as soon as the JBoss Application Server reports that it cannot connect to the
DataStore.

Setting up a LOG File Monitoring and Analysis
Instance
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

The "Information Required for Monitoring" at this step differs depending whether the LOG file is
monitored on a Windows system or a UNIX/Linux system. The rest of the procedure and interface is
the same irrespective of the type of system.

Name

On Windows

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Credentials
Connect As
Password
Credentials

On UNIX/Linux

Login used to connect to the remote
element through WMI
Password associated with the login
above
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4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - LOG File Analysis and select the
number of LOG file analysis instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the LOG File Analysis instance and click Add.

Name

On Windows

Access As
Password
Credentials

Shared credentials used for
authentication

On UNIX/Linux

Login used to access the file. Specify only if
you need to use a different login than the
"Connect As" login specified above. Once
connected, the "su" command will be used to
impersonate as the specified user and
access the file.
Password associated with the login above
Shared credentials used for authentication

N/A

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element (Appears by default)

Remote Access
Method

N/A (Automatically connects using
WMI)

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_file_hostname.log.
Do not leave the debug mode enabled for too long as the debug file may grow
indefinitely.

Telnet or SSH. Select the method to connect
to the remote element.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Enter a label to describe this new LOG file monitoring instance.

LOG File Path

Specify the LOG file name with its complete path, or, enter just the path to the
directory containing the file. If the directory is indicated, it is the most recently
modified LOG file that is considered.
Note: You can use wild characters (‘*’ and ‘?’) in the file path.

Perform
Parsing

Select an option from the drop-down list.
Parsing on the managed element could result in higher CPU usage but lower network
traffic, this depends on the file size/file growth.
Parsing on the RSM results in lower CPU usage but could cause higher network
traffic, this It depends on the file size/file growth.
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6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new LOG file instance. Enter the required input to
create the instance:

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this LOG file instance. The string search and numeric value extraction
instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set thresholds and alert
conditions: By default, the Exists parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the file is not
present. You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements.
10. Thresholds and alerts can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes
next to the parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

11. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created LOG file instance. Under Application classes the
new class appears bearing the label as set by the user.
You have successfully setup a LOG File Monitoring and Analysis instance.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Example of a LOG file Monitoring and Analysis
instance
Add a new “LOG File Monitoring and Analysis” class:
Specify the credentials to connect through SSH
Root credentials are not needed (so leave the “Access As” credential fields empty)
Select “SSH” as the connection method (SSH is enabled by default on Sun Solaris systems)
2. Add a new LOG file to monitor (Add “Input properties”):
Specify the path to the log file: /var/adm/messages
Select “Parsed on the Managed Element” option for the parsing method
Add a new String Search:
Label: “Fatal Errors”
CRITERION 1: Line must contain “fatal” in the 9th column, column separator is \b (blank
space), case insensitive
3. Add a new String Search:
Label: “Disk Warnings”
Count lines that match with [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2]
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In this example, we setup the monitoring of the /var/adm/messages system LOG file of a Sun
Solaris server.

CRITERION 1: Line must contain “scsi” in the 5th column, case insensitive
CRITERION 2: Line must contain “warning” in the 9th column, case insensitive
Column separator is \b (blank space)
Reinitialize alerts after 24 hours
4. Specify the following thresholds:
On the “Matching Lines” parameter on both String Searches objects, specify the
“.*” (without the quotes) regular expression threshold that will raise an alarm when it is
found at least once
On the “Matching Line Count (LB)” parameter on both String Searches objects, enable the
alarm threshold when the parameter reaches 1
We get alerts on the Matching Lines parameter of either the Fatal Errors or Disk Warnings String
Searches object as such errors are written to the /var/adm/messages system LOG file.
The alerts on the Matching Lines parameter will contain the actual error found in the LOG file.
When one fatal error is posted in the LOG file for example, both the Matching Lines and the
Matching Line Count parameter will raise an alarm.
At the next collect, if no new error is posted in the file, the Matching Lines parameter returns to
the OK state while the Matching Line Count parameter stays in alarm for 24 hours (as it has been
setup).

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Matching
Lines

Text

Parameter displays the lines that match the specified
criteria extracted from the monitored file. If more than 1
kilobyte of text is to be shown, only the last kilobyte of
matching lines is displayed in the parameter.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Matching
Line Rate
(HB)

Numer Parameter displays the number of lines per minute that
ic
match the specified criteria.
Unit: Lines/min (Lines per minute)
Activate this parameter if a higher line rate is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Matching
Line Rate
(LB)

Numer Parameter displays the number of lines per minute that
ic
match the specified criteria.
Unit: Lines/min (Lines per minute)
Activate this parameter if a lower line rate is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Matching
Line Count
(HB)

Numer Parameter displays the number of lines that match the
ic
specified criteria since the last acknowledgment or reset.
This parameter keeps increasing for each line that
matches the specified criteria. It is automatically reset to
zero when the specified acknowledgment string is found,
or when the specified timeout is reached.
Unit: General number

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set
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String Search on LOG Files

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
count is desirable.
Matching
Line Count
(LB)

Numer Parameter displays the number of lines that match the
ic
specified criteria since the last acknowledgment or reset.
This parameter keeps increasing for each line that
matches the specified criteria. It is automatically reset to
zero when the specified acknowledgment string is found,
or when the specified timeout is reached.
Unit: General number
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower count
is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Setting up a String Search on a LOG File
Either during the creation of the LOG file instance
Or later, through the Edit function (while editing the properties and credentials of an
instance).

The option to add a string search appears on the Add Application Instance - Properties and
Credentials page during the creation of every new LOG file instance.
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The string search function is integrated within the LOG File Analysis tool itself, so you can add a
string search in two ways:

1. Enter the input properties for the LOG file instance and click on Add next to String Search.
2. The page that displays shows the input properties entered for the new LOG file instance in
the process of being created, followed by fields to add a string search for this new LOG file
instance.
3. Enter the required LOG file string search input properties and on clicking Next, the page
displays all the properties for the application class under creation and the string search
added. You can edit/delete the properties if they are incorrect. If not, click on Next.
4. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the LOG file instance as well as the string search just
added. See the Reference Guide for details on parameters and thresholds.
5. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the application class and its string
search have been successfully added!

A string search can be added to an application class instance at any time. To do this you:

Input Properties for LOG File String Search
You can:
Search for up to two strings
Indicate whether or not the strings should be found, or, not be found
Specify where to look for the strings.
Below are the input properties required for setting-up a string search on a LOG file:
Name

Description

Descriptive Label

The label describing the string search instance

Count lines that match with

How [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2] are combined
See below for [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2] properties
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1. In the Configure tab, click on the application class instance to which you wish to add the
string search.
2. The Edit Threshold, Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Edit.
3. Scroll down to the application class instance Input Properties section, and click Edit.
4. The Properties - Edit - Instance Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Add next to
String Search.
5. Enter the input properties for the string search and click Next.
6. The page displays all the input properties. Verify their accuracy and click Next.
7. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the string search just added. String search has no
alert conditions set by default.
8. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the string search has been successfully
added!

Name

Description

---- [CRITERION 1] ----

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[1] Regular Expression

Enter the first Regular Expression. Special characters include: . * + ? [ ] ( )
|

[1] Case

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Case-sensitive
Case-insensitive

[1] Located

Specify the location of the [CRITERION 1] Regular Expression
Anywhere in the line
In the column number below

[1] In the Column Number

Enter a column number where the [CRITERION 1] Regular Expression is
located.
Valid ONLY IF the option "In the column number" is selected in the above
field.
Example 2, 5 or 10 etc.

---- [CRITERION 2] ----

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[2] Regular Expression

Enter the [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression. Special characters include: . *
+?[] ()|

[2] Case Sensitive

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[2] Located

Specify the location of [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression
Anywhere in the line

[2] In the Column Number

Enter a column number where the [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression is
located.
Valid ONLY IF the option "In the column number" is selected in the above
field.
Example 2, 5 or 10 etc.

[ACK] Regular Expression

Enter the [ACK] Regular Expression. Special characters include: . * + ? [ ] ( )
|

[ACK] Case

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Case-sensitive
Case-insensitive

[ACK] Located

Specify the location of the [ACK] Regular Expression
Anywhere in the line
In the column number below

[ACK] In the Column Number

Enter a column number where the [ACK] Regular Expression is located.

LOG File Monitoring and Analysis in a Nutshell
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In the column number below

Name

Description

Valid ONLY IF the option "In the column number" is selected in the above
field.
Example 2, 5 or 10 etc.
Auto-Reset

Time interval to automatically reset the “Matching Line Count” parameter.
When set to “Never”, the “Matching Line Count” keeps increasing until the
[ACK] criterion is met.
Never
After 24 hours (by default)
After 6 hours
After 1 hour
At each collect

When set to “At each collect”, the behavior of the “Matching Line Count”
parameter changes slightly: it will represent the exact number of lines
that match [CRITERION 1] and/or [CRITERION 2] at each collect.
[ALL] Columns are separated
by

Specify the characters that act as column separators:
Default separator is a semi-colon: ;
Pre-defined separator values:
\s for any number of spaces (spacebar) or tabs.
\t for tabulation
\b for any number of spaces (spacebar)

Numeric Value Extraction on LOG Files
LOG files sometimes contain numeric values representing the value of something related to the
monitored application: a queue length, a processing time, a utilization percentage, etc.
Monitoring Studio Express is able to read these values in the LOG file and report them as a graph
in BMC Portal. This feature is called “Numeric Value Extraction” as its purpose is to extract
numeric values from a text input (a LOG file, web page, the output of a command, the result of a
SQL query, etc.).
All you need to do is indicate how to find the numeric value(s) in the LOG file: First, look only in
lines that match a specified regular expression, and then from those lines, extract the numeric
value located in the "x" column, or located after/before a specified string. Monitoring Studio
Express runs the search as per the criteria and extracts the numerical values found. Graphs are
built with these values and you can set thresholds in order to trigger alerts if/when the numbers
breach your specific thresholds. The numeric value extraction tool makes your monitoring more
proactive and powerful.
The basic mechanism to perform a Numeric Value extraction is:
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The LOG File Numeric Values Extraction tool enables you to fine-tune your monitoring by
searching for and extracting actual values from a LOG file and build graphs with these values.

Specify the LOG file
Specify the string (RegExp) containing the numeric value and its expected format
Indicate the numeric value’s location i.e. before/after the string; column number etc.
Indicate which numbers are to be considered if several matching strings are found: (first
value, last value, calculate average; highest value; lowest value)
The numeric value extraction tool is integrated within the LOG File Analysis tool/application
class, which enables you to add a numeric value extraction during the creation of a LOG file
instance, or at any time later after creation of the instance. Alert thresholds can be set for all the
numeric value extraction instances.

Two files: sen_ms_excerpt.exe and sen_ms_nawk.exe are copied from the RSM to the remote
element and placed on %SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\.
1. The parsing is performed on the remote element and the output is temporarily stored in a
file on %SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\
2. This output is then copied to the RSM at: %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\server\rsm\tmp\deploy\
and the file is deleted from the remote element.
3. The output is then displayed on the Portal under the parameters Value (HB and LB) and it is
deleted from the RSM.
Just one file: sen_ms_excerpt.exe is copied from the RSM to the remote element and placed at:
%SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\.
1. The parsing is performed on the remote element and the output is temporarily stored in a
file at %SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\
2. This output is then copied to the RSM at: %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\server\rsm\tmp\deploy\;
and the file is deleted from the remote element.
3. The output is displayed in the parameters Value (HB and LB) and it is deleted from the RSM.
The commands "tail" and "head" are used to extract the file content up to a maximum of 10MB at
each polling.
1. The command "awk" or "nawk" are used to parse the extracted content on the remote
element, and only the last 1000 bytes of the parsed result is returned.
2. The returned output is then displayed on the Portal under the parameters Value (HB and LB)
The commands "tail" and "head" are used to extract the file content up to a maximum of 10MB at
each polling.
1. The extracted file content is transferred to the RSM where the sen_ms_nawk.exe file
performs the parsing on the extracted content.
2. The returned output is then displayed on the Portal under the parameters Value (HB and LB)
On creation of the numeric value extraction instance, Monitoring Studio Express starts the search from the
end of the file. Then as new lines are appended, a maximum of 10MB of file content is parsed at each
polling in order prevent network congestion and CPU overuse.
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The numeric value extraction runs differently on LOG files – where it searches only amongst the
new lines appended since the last poll; whereas for flat sources, the entire information source is
searched (as per the indications specified: what; where etc).

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Value
(HB)

Numeri
c

Parameter displays the value extracted from the LOG
file.
Unit: General number
“No data” displayed indicates no numeric values
matching the specified criteria are found. Possible
causes are stated.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Value (LB) Numeri
c

Parameter displays the value extracted from the LOG
file.
Unit: General number
“No data” displayed indicates no numeric values
matching the specified criteria are found. Possible
causes are stated.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

Setting - up a Numeric Value Extraction on a
LOG File
The numeric value extraction feature is integrated within the LOG File Monitoring and Analysis
tool itself, therefore you can add it in two ways:
Either during the creation of the instance of the LOG file analysis instance
Or later, through the Edit function (while editing the properties and credentials of an
instance).

The option to perform a numeric value extraction appears on the Add Application Instance Properties and Credentials page during the creation of the LOG file analysis instance.
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(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

1. Enter the input properties for the instance and click on Add next to Numeric Value
Extraction.
2. The page that displays shows the input properties entered for the new LOG file instance in
the process of being created followed by fields to add a numeric value extraction for this
new LOG file instance (under string search).
3. Enter the required numeric value extraction input properties and on clicking Next, the page
displays all the properties for the application class under creation and the numeric value
extraction added. You can edit/delete the properties if they are incorrect. If not, click on
Next.
4. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the LOG file instance as well as the numeric value
extraction just added. For details on parameters and thresholds, refer to the Reference
Guide.
5. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the LOG file analysis instance and its
numeric value extraction have been successfully added!

1. In the Configure tab, click on the LOG file analysis instance to which you wish to add the
numeric value extraction.
2. The Edit Threshold, Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Edit.
3. Scroll down to the LOG file analysis instance Input Properties section, and click Edit.
4. The Properties - Edit - Instance Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Add next to
Numeric Value Extraction.
5. Enter the input properties for the numeric value extraction and click Next.
6. The page displays all the input properties. Verify their accuracy and click Next. You arrive
next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page.
7. Set thresholds and alert conditions here for the numeric value extraction just added. The
numeric value extraction has no alert conditions set by default. Click Finish.
8. A Changes Saved message indicates that the numeric value extraction instance has been
successfully added!

Input Properties for LOG File Numeric Value
Extraction
Here are the input properties required to add a numeric value extraction instance:
Name

Description

Descriptive Label

The label describing the numeric value extraction instance

Look in

Specify which lines should be considered for numeric search by selecting any
one of the option from the drop-down list:
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A numeric value extraction can be added to an LOG file analysis instance at any time. To do this
you:

Name

Description
All lines
Lines matching the RegExp below

Regular Expression

Enter the string or RegExp to be searched for.

Extract the Numeric Value Indicate the location of the numeric value:
located
After the string
Before the string
In the following column number

String/Column Number

Enter a string or a column number in which the numeric value is located. This
depends on the selection made in the preceding field.
Example for column number: 2 or 3 or 7.

Column Separators

Specify the characters that act as column separators:
Default separator is a semi-colon
Pre-defined separator values:
\s for any number of spaces (spacebar) or tabs.
\t for tabulation
\b for any number of spaces (spacebar)

Expected Format

Select the expected format of the numeric value from the drop-down list.

If Several Numeric Values
are Found

Specify what should be done if several numeric values matching your criteria
are found:
Keep the first value found
Keep the last value found
Calculate the average
Keep the lowest value
Keep the highest value
Add up all the values

Re-scaling Factor

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Divide the value by
Multiply the value by

Re-scaling Factor

Enter the factor with which the numeric value extracted is to be re-scaled in
order to have a more readable graph.

SNMP Polling
Monitoring Studio Express enables you to poll SNMP agents and analyze the values retrieved
from single OID variables or SNMP tables. You can then run string searches and/or perform
numerical value extractions on the return output.
The Studio – SNMP Polling tool allows you to poll SNMP agents and retrieve single OID values or
SNMP table values within the BMC Portal environment. Retrieving the OID values enables
operators to easily identify the root source of a problem and remain informed of the status and
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No re-scaling

health of the monitored device.
You can then fine-tune your monitoring by running string searches and/or performing numeric
value extractions on the return output of the monitored instances.
Applications often rely on middleware instrumented with SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) agents, which contain managed objects that provide information related to the
current state of its operation.
These objects are arranged in a Management Information Base (MIB). SNMP is an Application
Layer protocol that allows external tools to communicate with the agent and read the values
of the objects.
The SNMP agent collects critical information about the middleware, and Monitoring Studio
Express, directly polls the agent and retrieves the value of a given OID (object identifier). All
the operator has to do is interrogate the MIB and interpret the value of the OID retrieved by
Monitoring Studio.
The 3 basic steps to poll the SNMP agent are:
1. Identify the host (SNMP agent), port and community string
2. Specify the OID or the table to be polled
3. Monitoring Studio Express retrieves the values and represents it in a graph.

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Status

Text

Parameter that reflects the connection status to the
SNMP agent.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the SNMP agent.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the SNMP
agent. Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Text Value

Text

Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when
this OID is a text type value.
If the polling is for an entire SNMP table, then the content
of the SNMP table will be formatted as follows:
One line per table row
Semi-colon separated columns.
“No data found” indicates that the specified OID is a
numeric type value. In such a case, this parameter will
be grey and it is the Numeric Value parameters that will
display the polled values.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Numeric
Value (HB)

Text

Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when Alarm or Warning
this OID is a numeric type value (integer, counter, etc.).
Alarm
Unit: General number
No default thresholds
or alerts set

SNMP Polling
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Fine-tune the monitoring by searching for strings or performing numeric value extractions in the
return output of the OID content…

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

“No data” indicates that the specified OID is a text value
and hence this parameter is in grey. In this case, it is the
Text Value parameter that will display the content polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
value is desirable.
Numeric
Value (LB)

Nume Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when
ric
this OID is a numeric type value (integer, counter, etc.).
Unit: General number
“No data” indicates that the specified OID is a text value
and hence this parameter is in grey. In this case, it is the
Text Value parameter that will display the content polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Setting up an SNMP Polling Instance
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently,
it uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides
for basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the same
route.
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Text Value vs Numeric Value: These parameters display the specified OID object. If it is a numeric
value, the Text Value parameter will not be collected, and the results will appear in the Numeric Value
parameters or vice-versa.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - SNMP Polling and select the
number of SNMP polling instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the SNMP Polling instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Port Number

Enter the port number of the SNMP agent.

SNMP
Community
Name

Enter the SNMP community name. Default: public

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_snmp_hostName.log.
Do not leave the debug mode enabled for too long as the debug file may grow
indefinitely.

SNMP Polling

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new SNMP polling.

Poll

Select the SNMP action to be performed:
Poll a complete SNMP table or a simple OID
Poll a simple OID

OID/Table Root
OID

Enter the OID to be polled. For a table, specify the root OID.
Note: At times, the.0 or .1 needs to be appended to the OID shown by the browser.

Table Column
Numbers

Enter the column number of the table to be polled. An SNMP table has several
numbered columns and most often only a few are meaningful to a monitoring
solution.
Leave the field blank to consider all the columns, or separate the column
numbers with a comma. ",".
Example: 1,8,12.
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6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new SNMP polling instance.

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this instance. The string search and numeric value extraction instances
can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions: By default, the Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the connection
fails. You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements.
10. Thresholds and alerts can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes
next to the parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

11. Click Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left pane
of the window displaying the newly-created database query instance. Under Application
classes the new class appears as well.
You have successfully setup an SNMP Polling instance.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance

Example of an SNMP Polling Instance
Add a new “SNMP Polling” class
Enter the SNMP community applicable to your environment (a community with the “read”
right is enough)
2. Add the polling of a new OID
Select the “Poll a complete SNMP table” option as we are going to poll all of the power
supplies of the server and these power supplies are reported in an SNMP table (as it can
be seen with any MIB browser)
Specify “1.3.6.1.4.1.231.2.10.2.2.5.11.2.1” as the table root OID
Enter “4,3” for the column numbers (the 4th column in the table is the label of each power
supply, while the 3rd one is the status)
3. Add a new String Search
CRITERION 1: Line must NOT contain “3” in the 2nd column (“3” corresponds to the “OKAY”
status of each power supply)
Column separator is a semicolon
We get an alert for each failed power supply in our Fujitsu-Siemens server:
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In this example, we will retrieve the status of the power supplies of a Fujitsu-Siemens Primergy
server by interrogating the ServerView hardware agent through SNMP.

WBEM Requests
The Studio – WBEM Request tool enables you to run WBEM requests and analyze their results
remotely on Windows and non-Windows systems.
Monitoring Studio Express enables you to remotely execute WBEM requests on elements within
your Portal environment. It supports both the WBEM-over-HTTP standards and the Microsoft
implementation of WBEM commonly known as WMI.
WBEM is a set of management and Internet standard technologies developed to unify the
management of distributed computing environments, facilitating the exchange of data across
otherwise disparate technologies and platforms.
WBEM is a unifying architecture that allows access to data from a variety of underlying
technologies - including Win32, WMI, the Desktop Management Interface (DMI), and the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP). WBEM is based upon the Common Information Model
(CIM) schema, which is an industry standard driven by the Desktop Management Task Force
(DMTF).
WBEM queries are written with the WQL language, which happens to be very similar to the SQL
language. A typical WQL query would look like the following: SELECT DeviceID,Status FROM
CIM_Processor.

http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/servers/
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa394582.aspx
http://www.dmtf.org
The basic steps to remotely execute WBEM requests are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add the WBEM request application class to an element/element profile
Enter the connection credentials
Enter the request to be executed
Set/modify alert threshold

Monitoring Studio Express uses the WMI protocol with which it has the ability to query the WMI
repository for class and instance information. For example, you can request that WMI return all
the objects representing shut-down events from your desktop system. Monitoring Studio
Express enables you to run WMI queries remotely and you can also search for regular
expressions and extract numeric values in the query output.
On non-Windows systems, Monitoring Studio Express uses the WBEM CIM over HTTP standards.

WBEM Requests
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For additional information about WMI and WBEM please refer to:

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Query Status

Text

Text parameter that shows the overall status of
the WBEM query executed. This includes
connection status as well as query status.
“OK” indicates successful execution of the query.
“Failed” indicates failure of the query/
connection. Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is enabled
for RegExp “Failed”

Return Output

Text

Parameter that displays the output returned on
successful execution of the WBEM query. The
result is formatted as follows:

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

One line per instance of the result class
Semicolon-separated properties of each instance

“No data” indicates no data is found. Possible
causes are stated.

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

Setting up a WBEM Request instance
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add.
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
All application classes belonging to the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio
package are listed under Miscellaneous.
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Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.

4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - WBEM Request and select the
number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10 instances at this
stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the WBEM Request instance and click Add.
The "Information Required for Monitoring" at this step differs depending whether the request is
to be executed on a remote Windows system or a UNIX/Linux system. The rest of the procedure
and interface is the same irrespective of the type of system.

Name

On Windows

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Login used to connect to the remote
element through WMI
Password associated with the login
above
Shared credentials used for
authentication

Login used to connect to the remote element
through WBEM
Password associated with the login above
Shared credentials used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Port

Not applicable

Enter the port number on which the CIM
server is running.

Transport
Protocol

Not applicable

Select between HTTP or HTTPS transport
protocols that will be used for connecting
to CIM Server.

Debug Mode

10.Yes enables the debug mode, while No disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_wbem_hostName.log.
Do not leave the debug mode enabled for too long as the debug file may grow
indefinitely.

6. Enter the information and click Next and you arrive at the Properties and Credentials page
asking for the Input properties of the new WBEM query instance. Enter the required input to
create the instance:
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label describing this WBEM Query instance.

Namespace

Enter the namespace for the WBEM connection. Example: root
\cimv2.

WBEM Query

Enter the WBEM query

WBEM Requests
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Credentials
Connect As
Password
Credentials

On UNIX/Linux

7. Either click Next to arrive at the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this WBEM query instance. The string search and numeric value
extraction instances can also be set later on this instance.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You are at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set/modify thresholds and alert
conditions: By default, the Query Status parameter is enabled to raise an Alarm if the query
fails. You can modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements. Thresholds and alerts
can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes next to the
parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click on Finish. Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully added the monitoring of a WBEM query.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Example of a WBEM Request

Add a new “WBEM Request” class:
Enter the credentials to connect to the IBM Director Agent. By default, the IBM Director
Agent requires the root privileges unless it has been configured otherwise.
Select HTTPS as the transport protocol and 5989 for the port (typically a WBEM “server” will
respond with HTTP on port 5988 and with HTTPS on port 5989)
2. Add a new “WBEM Request” instance:
Label: “Voltage Sensors”
Namespace: root/ibmsd
WBEM query: SELECT DeviceID,
Status,CurrentReading,LowerThresholdNonCritical,UpperThresholdNonCritical,VoltageTyp
e FROM IBMPSG_VoltageSensor
3. Add a new String Search:
Label: “Non-OK Voltage Sensors"
CRITERION 1: Line does NOT contain "OK" in the 2nd column, case insensitive
Column separator: Semicolon
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In this example, we will retrieve the value and status of the voltage sensor on an IBM xSeries
server running Linux. In order to do that, we will connect to the IBM Director Agent through the
WBEM protocol (WBEM over HTTP) and request for some properties of the
IBMPSG_VoltageSensor class.

Alert threshold: ALARM if the “Count (LB)” parameter is greater than or equals to 1
We will get an alert on the “Non-OK Voltage Sensors” object each time a voltage sensor goes out
of its valid range.

Additional Configuration Properties
This section provides detailed information on how to override the default property values used
within BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio. These values have to be defined
in the rsmcfg.properties file available in %RSM_HOME%\ RSMxx\server\rsm\conf\properties
\rsm\rsmcfg.properties.
The following properties may be set to override the default values for a specific element or for
all elements at once.
By default BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio uses the agent "Mozilla/4.0
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)" to perform a web request. Setting this property value
will override the default value.
Property net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.http.useragent=Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE
6.0; Windows NT 5.1)
Example
To set the value for all hosts: net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.http.useragent=<value>

Web Request Analysis
The Studio – Web Request Analysis tool enables you to send HTTP(S) requests and analyze the
responses of the Web servers.
Monitoring Studio Express enables you to monitor your web-based applications: send HTTP
requests, post forms, parse the HTML page that is returned, etc.
By executing HTTP requests within your Portal environment and analyze the responses sent by
the Web servers, Monitoring Studio Express helps you to ensure that end-users actually see

WBEM Requests
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To set the value for a specific host:
net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.http.useragent.<hostname>=<value>

what they should see on their browser. You can also search for regular expressions and extract
numeric values from an administration Web interface, for example.
The basic steps to execute a Web request analysis are:
1. Select Studio - Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET) or Studio - Web Request (Post a form, HTTP
POST) depending on the type of web request you want to execute
2. Identify the host, enter connection credentials
3. Enter the URL to be queried, enter Web server authorization if needed
4. Enter the expected format of the return output (entire HTTP response, with/without tags
etc)
5. Monitoring Studio Express retrieves the content and displays it in the Return Output
parameter

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Server Connection
State

Text

Text parameter that reflects the connection status
to the web server.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the
server.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the
server

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Execution Time

Numeri
c

Parameter shows the time taken to execute the
HTTP request.
Unit: Seconds

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

HTTP Status Code

Text

Parameter that displays the standard HTTP
response code procured on execution of the web
request.
Unit: General number
Example: 404 = Not found/web page unavailable

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Status

Text

Text parameter that reflects the overall status of
the web request.
“OK” indicates a successful web request.
“Failed” indicates failure of any one or all
parameters. The possible causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Return Output

Text

Successful execution of the database query
displays the output returned on query execution.
“No data” displayed indicates no data is found.
Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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Fine-tune the monitoring by searching for strings or performing numeric value extractions in the
return output of the instance.

By default the protocol SSLv3 is used to perform secured HTTPS connection. However, in some
cases unrelated with BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio, the request may fail
and display an error message:
Failed - Exception: Received fatal alert: handshake_failure is thrown

When this problem occurs, the default value must be modified in the rsmcfg.properties (%
RSM_HOME%\ RSMxx\server\rsm\conf\properties\rsm\ rsmcfg.properties) file. The following
properties may be set to override the default values for a specific element or for all the
monitored elements at once.

Property
net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.https.protocol=TLSv1

Examples:
To set the value for all hosts: net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.http.protocol=<value>
To set the value for a specific host:
net.sentrysoftware.bpm.mstudio.http.protocol.<hostname>=<value>

Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

Web Request Analysis
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Setting up a Studio - Web Request (Post a
form, HTTP POST) instance

2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next.
4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - Web Request (Post a form, HTTP
POST) and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to
10 instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Web request instance and click Add.
Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)

Username used for Web Server authentication. Supported authentication schemes:
Basic, Digest, NTLM
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Proxy
Credentials
Proxy Login
Proxy Password
Credentials

Username used for Proxy Server authentication
Password associated with the above proxy login
Shared Credential used for authentication

Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Proxy Address

Enter the proxy address.

Proxy Port

Enter the proxy port number. (80 by default)

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_http_hostname.log.
Do not leave the debug mode enabled for too long as the debug file may grow
indefinitely.

6. Enter the information and click Next. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page of the
new Web request instance; enter the required input to create the instance:
Name

Description

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new Web request instance.

URL

Enter the url to query (http/https).

Variable Name and
Value (x)

You can enter up to 8 variable names and their values that will be sent with
the POST request (as it would when sending a form to a Web server).
Example: variableName=Value

Timeout After

Maximum execution time before timeout occurs. Unit: Seconds.
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Credentials
Authenticate
As
Password
Credentials

Name

Description

Return Output
Options

Select a type of return output from the options given in the list:
Entire HTTP response; Only the Web Page (with HTML tags); Only the Content
Text (without HTML tags)

7. Either click Next to go to the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this instance. The string search and numeric value extraction instances
can also be set later.
8. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
9. You arrive at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set thresholds and alert
conditions. By default, the Server Connection State and Status parameters are enabled to
raise Alarms if the connection to the Web server fails or if the Web request fails. You can
modify this setting if it does not suit your requirements.
10. Thresholds and alerts can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes
next to the parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”Application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

11. Click Finish. The Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the left
pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully setup a Web Request instance.

Example of a Web Request Analysis instance
In this example, we poll a Yahoo! Weather Web page and extract the temperature reported in
Houston, TX in order to build a temperature graph in BMC Portal.
Add a new “Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET)” class:
Leave the “Authenticate As” credential fields empty as we don’t need to authenticate to
access the Yahoo! Weather Web site
Enter the proxy settings applicable to your environment (“Proxy Credentials”, “Proxy
Address” and “Proxy Port”)
2. Add a new “Web Request” instance:
URL: http://weather.yahoo.com/forecast/USTX0617_f.html
Return Output Options: Only the Content Text
3. Add a new Numeric Value Extraction:
Label: “Feels Like Temperature (°F)”

Web Request Analysis
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To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Extract numeric values from: “Lines matching the regular expression below”
Regular expression: Feels Like:
Numeric Value Located: After the String
String / Column Number: Feels Like:
Expected Format: 100000
If Several Numeric Values Are Found: Keep the Last Value Found
No Rescaling
We get a data and graphs in the Portal representing the temperature “felt” in Houston, Texas!
We could also add another graph with the wind speed, the humidity percentage, etc.

Parsing
String Search
The String search tool enables you to fine-tune your monitoring on all the application classes of
the BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio package.
Monitoring Studio Express offers a powerful string search capability. You can search for strings
that must "be found" or "not be found" in a given source.
A "must be found" string search looks through the specified source and triggers an alert if
the specified string is not found.
A "must not be found" string search triggers an alert when the specified string is found.

The basic mechanism is:
1. Specify an information source
2. Specify what the source must contain or must not contain (a combination of two regular
expressions)
3. Indicate the string’s location i.e. where to look for this string (anywhere in the line, column
number, and which lines: all lines, or specific lines)
4. Monitoring Studio Express will report the number of lines that match the specified criteria
The string search tool is integrated within each of the monitoring tools/application classes, so
this enables you to add the string search during creation itself of an application class instance, or
at any time later after creation of the instance. An instance can have several string searches
running on it. Alert thresholds can be set for all the string search instances.
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You can set up string searches on the instances of all the application classes of BMC Performance
Manager Express Monitoring Studio: Command Line Analysis, Database Query Analysis, Java
MBean Polling (JMX) Polling, LOG File Monitoring and Analysis, SNMP Polling, WMI Query
Analysis and Web Request Analysis. You can set alert thresholds for the string searches, and
make your monitoring more proactive and powerful.

The string search runs differently on running sources such as LOG files – where it searches only
amongst the new lines appended since the last poll; whereas for flat sources, the entire
information source is searched (as per the indications specified: what; where etc).

For string searches on LOG files, please see the corresponding topic: String Search on LOG files.

Count (LB)
Count (HB)
Matching Lines
(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object. For
instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it breaches
the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the value rises
too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on both, or on
neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Details of the parameters and alert conditions are stated in the Reference Guide.

String Searches and Numeric Value
Extractions
Both tools are integrated within each application class/monitoring tool.
String searches and/or Numeric Value extractions can be set up during the creation of an
application class instance
Both features can also be added later at any time, by going through the Edit Application Class
feature
Both features can be modified at any stage by going through the Edit Application Class
feature.
The string searches and numeric value extractions run differently on LOG files – where they
search only amongst the new lines appended since the last polling; whereas for flat sources,
the entire information source is searched (as per the indications specified: what; where etc).
See the sections on String search and Numeric Value extractions for detailed information on how
to use these features.

Parsing
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BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio enable you to fine-tune your monitoring
by setting-up string searches and/or numerical value extractions on the return output of
monitored instances.

Due to difference between searches on flat sources vs running sources (LOG), string searches
and numeric value extractions are specified in different sections: LOG file string search and LOG
file numeric value extractions.

String Search on Log Files
The String Search - LOG File tool enables you to fine-tune your monitoring on of LOG files.
Monitoring Studio Express offers a powerful string search capability. You can search for strings
that must "be found" or "not be found" in a given source.
A must be f ound string search looks through the specified source and triggers an alert if the
specified string is not found.
A must not be f ound string search triggers an alert when the specified string is found.
You can set alert thresholds for the string searches, and make your monitoring more proactive
and powerful.
The string search tool is integrated within the LOG File Analysis tool so this enables you to add
the string search while creating a LOG file instance itself. You can also add a string search at any
time later.
An instance can have several string searches running on it and alert thresholds can be set for all
the string search instances. The string search runs differently on LOG files – where it searches
only amongst the new lines appended since the last poll; whereas for flat sources, the entire
information source is searched (as per the indications specified: what; where etc).
The basic mechanism is:
BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

1. Specify the information source i.e. the LOG file name and path
2. Specify whether the parsing should be done on the RSM or, on the managed element.
When the parsing is done on the RSM, the impact it has on the network traffic will depend
on file size/growth of file. When the parsing is done on the managed element, the amount
of CPU usage on the managed element will depend on the file size and growth of file.
3. Specify what the source must contain or must not contain (a combination of two regular
expressions)
4. Indicate the string’s location i.e. where to look for this string (anywhere in the line, column
number, and which lines: all lines, or specific lines)
On creation of the string search instance, Monitoring Studio Express starts the search from the end of the
file. Then as new lines are appended, a maximum of 10MB of file content is parsed at each polling, in order
prevent network congestion and CPU overuse.

When LOG file parsing is performed on the managed element:
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1. Two files: sen_ms_excerpt.exe and sen_ms_nawk.exe are copied from the RSM to the
remote element and placed on %SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\.
2. The sen_ms_excerpt.exe file is used to extract the file content up to a maximum of 10MB at
each polling.
3. The sen_ms_nawk.exe file performs the parsing on the extracted content on the remote
element, and only the last 1000 bytes of the parsed result is temporarily stored in a file on %
SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\
4. This output is then copied to the RSM at: %RSM_HOME%\RSMxx\server\rsm\tmp\deploy\
and the file is deleted from the remote element.
5. The output is then displayed on the Portal under the parameter: MatchingLine; and it is
deleted from the RSM.
When LOG file parsing is performed on the RSM:
1. Just one file: sen_ms_excerpt.exe is copied from the RSM to the remote element and placed
at: %SystemRoot%\SEN_MS\.
2. The sen_ms_excerpt.exe file is used to extract the file content up to a maximum of 10MB at
each polling.
3. The extracted file content is transferred to the RSM where the sen_ms_nawk.exe file
performs the parsing.
4. Only the last 1000 bytes are displayed in the parameter: Matching Lines.
When LOG file parsing is performed on the managed element:
1. The commands "tail" and "head" are used to extract the file content up to a maximum of
10MB at each polling.
2. The command "awk" or "nawk" are used parse the extracted content on the remote
element, and only the last 1000 bytes of the parsed result is returned.
3. The returned output is then displayed on the Portal under the parameter Matching Lines.
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When LOG file parsing is performed on the RSM:

Parsing
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1. The commands "tail" and "head" are used to extract the file content up to a maximum of
10MB at each polling.
2. The extracted file content is transferred to the RSM where the sen_ms_nawk.exe file
performs the parsing on the extracted content.
3. Only the last 1000 bytes are displayed in the parameter: Matching Lines.
Matching Line Count (HB)
Matching Line Count (LB)
Matching Lines
Matching Line Rate (HB)
Matching Line Rate (LB)
(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Setting up a String Search
As the string search function is integrated within each monitoring tool, you can add a string
search in two ways:
Either during the creation of an application class instance
Or later, through the Edit function (while editing the properties and credentials of an
instance)
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The option to add a string search appears on the Add Application Instance - Properties and
Credentials page during the creation of every new application class instance.

Parsing

1. Enter the input properties for the instance and click on Add next to String Search.
2. The page that displays shows the input properties entered for the new application class
instance in the process of being created, followed by fields to add a string search for this
new application class instance.
3. Enter the required string search input properties and on clicking Next, the page displays all
the properties for the application class under creation and the string search added. You can
edit/delete the properties if they are incorrect. If not, click on Next.
4. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the application class instance as well as the string
search just added. The application class instance generally has at least one parameter with
default alert conditions activated; the string search has no alert conditions set by default. For
details on parameters and thresholds, refer to the Reference Guide.
5. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the application class and its string
search have been successfully added!

1. In the Configure tab, click on the application class instance to which you wish to add the
string search.
2. The Edit Threshold, Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Edit.
3. Scroll down to the application class instance Input Properties section, and click Edit.
4. The Properties - Edit - Instance Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Add next to
String Search:
5. Enter the input properties for the string search and click Next.
1. The page displays all the input properties. Verify the accuracy and click Next.
6. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the string search just added. String search has no
alert conditions set by default. For details on parameters and thresholds, refer to the
Reference Guide.
7. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the string search has been successfully
added!

String Search Input Properties
You can:
Search for up to two strings
Indicate whether the string(s) should be found or not be found
Specify where to look for the string(s).
Below are the input properties required for setting-up a string search:

Parsing

Name

Description

Descriptive Label

The label describing the string search instance
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A string search can be added to an application class instance at any time. To do this you:

Name

Description

Count lines that
match with

How [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2] are combined
See below for [CRITERION 1] and [CRITERION 2] properties

------ [CRITERION 1]
------

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[1] Regular
Expression

Enter the first Regular Expression. Special characters include: . * + ? [ ] ( ) |

[1] Case

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Case-sensitive
Case-insensitive

[1] Located

Specify the location of the [CRITERION 1] Regular Expression
Anywhere in the line
In the column number below

[1] In the Column
Number

Enter a column number where the [CRITERION 1] Regular Expression is located.
Valid ONLY IF the option "In the column number" is selected in the above field.
Example 2, 5 or 10 etc.

------[CRITERION 2]
------

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[2] Regular
Expression

Enter the [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression. Special characters include: . * + ? [ ] ( ) |

[2] Case Sensitive

Select an option from the drop-down list:
Line must contain
Line must NOT contain

[2] Located

Specify the location of [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression
Anywhere in the line

[2] In the Column
Number

Enter a column number where the [CRITERION 2] Regular Expression is located.
Valid ONLY IF the option "In the column number" is selected in the above field.
Example 2, 5 or 10 etc.

[ALL] Columns are
Separated by

Specify the characters that act as column separators:
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In the column number below

Default separator is a semi-colon: ;
Pre-defined separator values:

\s for any number of spaces (spacebar) or tabs
\t for tabulation
\b for any number of spaces (spacebar)
Search for criterion Select the lines to be taken into account for the search:
1 and/or criterion
In all lines
2
Only in the following
By default blank lines will be ignored.
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Name

Description

Line Numbers

If you opt for the search “in lines specified below”, enter the line number(s) where
the criteria is to be searched for.
Example: 4;6;8 or 3- or -5 or 1;3-5;7-9

Setting up a Numeric Value Extraction
As the numeric value extraction function is integrated within each monitoring tool, you can add
it in two ways:
Either during the creation of an application class instance
Or later, through the Edit function (while editing the properties and credentials of an
application class instance)

1. Enter the input properties for the application class instance and click on Add next to Numeric
Value Extraction.
2. The page that displays shows the input properties entered for the new application class
instance in the process of being created followed by fields to add a numeric value extraction
for this new application class instance (under string search).
3. Enter the required input properties and on clicking Next, the page displays all the encrypted
properties for the application class under creation and the numeric value extraction added.
You can edit/delete the properties if they are incorrect. If not, click on Next.
4. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Here set/modify
thresholds and alert conditions here for the application class instance as well as the numeric
value extraction just added. For details on parameters and thresholds, refer to the
Reference Guide.
5. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the application class instance and its
numeric value extraction have been successfully added!

A numeric value extraction can be added to an application class instance at any time. To do this
you:

Parsing
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The option to perform a numeric value extraction appears on the Add Application Instance Properties and Credentials page during the creation of every application class instance.

1. In the Configure tab, click on the application class instance to which you wish to add the
numeric value extraction.
2. The Edit Threshold, Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Edit.
3. Scroll down to the application class instance Input Properties section, and click Edit.
4. The Properties - Edit - Instance Properties and Credentials page appears. Click Add next to
Numeric Value Extraction:
5. Enter the input properties for the numeric value extraction and click Next.
6. The page displays all the input properties. Verify the accuracy and click Next.
7. You arrive next at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page: Set thresholds and alert
conditions here for the numeric value extraction just added. The numeric value extraction
has no alert conditions set by default. For details on parameters and thresholds, refer to the
Reference Guide.
8. Click Finish. A Changes Saved message indicates that the numeric value extraction instance
has been successfully added!

Setting up a Studio - Web Request (Simple,
HTTP GET) instance
Monitoring Studio Express is a Performance Manager specifically designed for BMC Portal; consequently, it
uses the same common features and procedures of BMC® Portal. Please refer to your BMC Portal guides for
basic knowledge on how to use the Portal. This document assumes that the user knows how to use the
Portal and therefore explains procedures only related to BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring
Studio, and not on how to add Elements, Element Profiles etc…

Go to the Configure tab, click on the element on which you wish to use the tool.
If the element was created using Element Profile then add the new application class through the
same route.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive
Label

Label describing the application class/monitoring tool

Collection
Interval

Frequency of collection (monitoring/polling). Unit: Minutes (Default 5 minutes)
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2. On the Element Properties page, scroll to the Application Class section, click on Add
3. On the Add Applications page, select Miscellaneous from the drop down category list and
click Next
4. On the Available Application Classes page, select Studio - Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET)
and select the number of instances you wish to create, click Next. You can create up to 10
instances at this stage, or create just 1 now and add others later.
5. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page. Enter the information required for setting
up the Web request instance and click Add.

Credentials
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Name

Description/Instructions

Authenticate As
Password
Credentials

Username used for Web Server authentication. Supported authentication schemes:
Basic, Digest, NTLM
Password associated with the above login
Shared credentials used for authentication

Proxy
Credentials
Username used for Proxy Server authentication
Proxy Login
Password associated with the above login
Proxy Password Shared credentials used for authentication
Credentials
Hostname

Hostname or IP address of the remote element. (Appears by default)

Proxy Address

Enter the proxy address.

Proxy Port

Enter the proxy port number. (80 by default)

Debug Mode

"Yes" enables the debug mode, while "No" disables it. The debug output produced is
stored on the RSM server in a file located at:
%RSM_HOME%\RSM(xx)\SEN_MS\sen_ms_debug_http_hostname.log.
Do not leave the debug mode enabled for too long as the debug file may grow
indefinitely.

Name

Description/Instructions

Descriptive Label

Enter a label to describe this new Web request instance.

URL

Enter the url to query (http/https).

Timeout After

Enter a maximum execution time before timeout occurs. Unit: Seconds

Return Output
Options

Select a type of return output from the options given in the list:
Entire HTTP response; Only the Web Page (with HTML tags); Only the Content
Text (without HTML tags)

Either click Next to go to the thresholds setting page, or, add a string search or a numeric
value extraction for this instance. The string search and numeric value extraction instances
can also be set later.
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6. Enter the information and click Next. You arrive at the Properties and Credentials page of the
new Web request instance; enter the required input to create the instance

7. On clicking Next the input properties are displayed grayed-out. This page allows you to
verify, edit or delete the newly-created instances and/or add another instance for the same
element. If the information is correct, go on to the next step.
8. You arrive at the Thresholds, Properties and Credentials page. Set thresholds and alert
conditions.
By default, the Server Connection State and Status parameters are enabled to raise Alarms if
the connection to the Web server fails or if the Web request fails. You can modify this
setting if it does not suit your requirements.
9. Thresholds and alerts can be set for each parameter. Check the Warning and/or Alarm boxes
next to the parameters to activate alerts as per your specific requirements. See details of
parameters and alert conditions in the Reference Guide.
Thresholds can be set or modified at any time by clicking on the element > Configure > ”Application
class name” > Edit Thresholds, Properties and Credentials.

10. Click on Finish. The Changes have been Saved message pops up, and an icon appears in the
left pane of the window displaying the newly-created instance. You can also see the new
instance of the class under Application Classes.
You have successfully setup a Web Request instance.
To edit or delete the instance, follow the regular procedure as for all Performance Managers on
the Portal, or see Editing or Deleting an Instance.

Numeric Value Extraction
The Numeric Values extraction tool enables you to fine-tune your monitoring by searching for
and extracting actual "unknown or changing" numeric values from a given information source,
and building graphs with these values.
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Problems with an application are not always as simple as a sentence explaining that an "error has
occurred." Sometimes, an application reports its health by providing critical numbers, like
waiting customer number, queued requests, processing time, etc. Numeric values in any text
content in files/databases/commands output/WBEM query output or web pages etc. represent
the value of something related to the monitored application: a queue length, a processing time,
a utilization percentage, etc. Monitoring Studio Express is able to read these values in an
"information source" i.e. the searched content and report them as a graph in BMC Portal. This
feature is called “Numeric Value Extraction” as its purpose is to extract numeric values from a
text input (the output of a command, a web page, the result of a SQL query, or WBEM query etc.).
All you need to do is indicate how to find the numeric value(s) in the information source: First,
look only in lines that match a specified regular expression, and then from those lines, extract
the numeric value located in the "x" column, or located after/before a specified string.
Monitoring Studio Express runs the search as per the criteria and extracts the numerical values
found. Graphs are built with these values and you can set thresholds in order to trigger alerts if/
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when the numbers breach your specific thresholds.
You can set numeric value extractions on the instances of all the application classes of BMC
Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio: Command Line Analysis, Database Query
Analysis, Java MBean Polling (JMX) Polling, LOG File Parsing, SNMP Polling, WMI Query Analysis
and Web Request Analysis. You can set alert thresholds for on the numeric value extractions and
make your monitoring more proactive and powerful.
The basic mechanism is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Specify an information source
Specify the string (RegExp) containing the numeric value and its expected format
Indicate the numeric value’s location i.e. before/after the string; column number etc.
Indicate which numbers are to be considered if several matching strings are found: (first
value, last value, calculate average; highest value; lowest value)

The numeric value extraction tool is integrated within each of the monitoring tools/application
classes, which enables you to add a numeric value extraction whilst during the creation of an
application class instance, or at any time later after creation of the instance. Alert thresholds can
be set for all the numeric value extraction instances.
The numeric value extraction runs differently on running sources such as LOG files – where it
searches only amongst the new lines appended since the last poll; whereas for flat sources, the
entire information source is searched (as per the indications specified: what; where etc).

(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.

Numeric Value Extraction Input Properties
Here are the input properties required to add a numeric value extraction instance:
Name

Description

Descriptive Label

The label describing the numeric value extraction instance

Look in

Specify which lines should be considered for numeric search by selecting any one
of the option from the drop-down list:
All lines

Parsing
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Value (HB)
Value (LB)

Name

Description
Lines matching the RegExp below

Regular Expression

Enter the string or RegExp to be searched for.

Extract the Numeric
value located

Indicate the location of the numeric value:
After the string
Before the string
In the following column number

String/Column number Enter a string or a column number in which the numeric value is located.
Example for column number: 2 or 3 or 7.
Column Separator

Specify the characters that act as column separator:
Default separator is a semi-colon: ;
Pre-defined separator values:

\s for any number of spaces (spacebar) or tabs.
\t for tabulation
\b for any number of spaces (spacebar)
Expected format

Select the expected format of the numeric value from the drop-down list.

If Several Numeric
Values Found

Specify what should be done if several numeric values that match your criteria
are found:
Keep the first value found
Keep the last value found
Calculate the average
Keep the lowest value
Keep the highest value
Add up all the values

Re-scaling

Select an option from the drop-down list:
No re-scaling
Divide the value by

Re-scaling Factor

BMC Performance Manager Express Monitoring Studio 2.9.40

Multiply the value by

Enter the factor with which the numeric value extracted is to be re-scaled in order
to have a more readable graph.
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Reference Guide

This chapter enumerates the different application classes with aim of giving details on the
parameters and alert conditions.
Certain “sub-classes” have been grouped under their “main” class as the parameters are
identical, for instance: Studio – JMX (JBoss), Studio – JMX (JOnAS) etc have been grouped under
"Studio-JMX" in this section.
On the other hand, certain classes that are integrated within each monitoring tool such as the
Numeric Value extraction, String search classes and LOG File Numeric Value extraction and LOG
File String search classes, are detailed separately in this section.

Application Classes
Studio - JMX
Applies to the following classes:

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Execution Status Text

Parameter that reflects the connection status to
the JMX application server.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the JMX
MBeanServer of the Java Application Server.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the JMX
MBeanServer of the Java Application Server. The
possible causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Text Value

Text

Parameter displays the value of the specified
attribute of the specified MBean object – when this
attribute is a text type value.
“No data found” indicates that the specified
MBean attribute is a numeric type value. In such a
case, this parameter will be grey and it is the
Numeric Value parameter that will display the
polled values.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Numeric Value
(HB)

Numeri
c

Displays the value of the specified attribute of the
specified MBean object – when this attribute is a
numeric type value (integer, float, etc.).
Unit: General numbers

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set
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Studio - JMX Polling (JBoss)
Studio - JMX Polling (JOnAS)
Studio - JMX Polling (WebLogic)
Studio - JMX Polling (WebSphere)
Studio - JMX Polling (Standard JMX application)

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

“No data” indicates that the specified MBean
attribute is a text type value and hence this
parameter is in grey. In such a case, it is the Text
Value parameter that will display the content
polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a
higher count is desirable.
Numeric Value
(LB)

Numeri
c

Displays the value of the specified attribute of the
specified MBean object – when this attribute is a
numeric type value (integer, float, etc.).
Unit: General numbers
“No data” indicates that the specified MBean
attribute is a text type value and hence this
parameter is in grey. In such a case, it is the Text
Value parameter that will display the content
polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a
lower count is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.
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Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Access
Rights

Text

On UNIX/Linux systems: Parameter displays the access
rights to the monitored file in the form: “rwxrwxrwx”
On Windows system: Parameter is not available. The
message “No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Exists

Text

Parameter that reflects whether or not the monitored file Alarm or Warning
is currently present.
Alarm
The parameter’s value is either “True” or “False”.
Alarm activated by
default

Group

Text

On UNIX/Linux: Parameter displays the owner group of
the file.
On Windows systems: Parameter is not available. The
message “No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Growth
Percentage

Numer Parameter displays the growth of the monitored file
ic
relative to its previous size in percentage.
The parameter’s value is calculated as follows:
Unit: KB/min (Kilobytes per minute)
Note: The value can be negative when the file shrinks in
size.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Growth
Speed

Numer Parameter displays the growth of the monitored file
ic
calculated as follows:
Unit: KB/min (Kilobytes per minute)
Note: The value can be negative when the file shrinks in
size.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Last
Modified

Numer Parameter displays the time when the file was last
ic
modified.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Monitored
File

Text

Parameter displays the full path of the currently
monitored file.
Note: This parameter allows you to easily identify which
file is monitored when wildcards have been used in the
field for “name” of file to be monitored.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Owner

Text

On UNIX/Linux systems: Parameter displays the owner
of the file.
On Windows: Parameter is not available. The message
“No data” is displayed.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Size

Numer Parameter displays the size of the monitored file.
ic
Unit: KB (Kilobytes)

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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Studio - LOG File Monitoring and Analysis

Studio - SNMP Polling
This application class is available for the following element platforms:
Network Firewall
Network Load Balancer
Network Switch
Network Router.
Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Status

Text

Parameter that reflects the connection status to the
SNMP agent.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the SNMP agent.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the SNMP
agent. Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Text Value

Text

Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when
this OID is a text type value.
If the polling is for an entire SNMP table, then the content
of the SNMP table will be formatted as follows:

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

One line per table row
Semi-colon separated columns.

Numeric
Value (HB)

Nume Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when
ric
this OID is a numeric type value (integer, counter, etc.).
Unit: General number
“No data” indicates that the specified OID is a text value
and hence this parameter is in grey. In this case, it is the
Text Value parameter that will display the content polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Numeric
Value (LB)

Nume Parameter displays the value of the specified OID – when
ric
this OID is a numeric type value (integer, counter, etc.).
Unit: General number
“No data” indicates that the specified OID is a text value
and hence this parameter is in grey. In this case, it is the
Text Value parameter that will display the content polled.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

Application Classes
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“No data found” indicates that the specified OID is a
numeric type value. In such a case, this parameter will
be grey and it is the Numeric Value parameters that will
display the polled values.
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(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.
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Studio - SQL Query
Applies to the following classes:

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Connection
Status

Text

Text parameter that reflects the connection status
to the database.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the
database.
“Failed” indicates connection failure. The possible
causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Execution
Time

Numeri
c

Parameter shows the time taken to execute the
query.
Unit: Seconds

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Query Status

Text

Text parameter that shows the status of the
database query executed.
“OK” indicates successful execution of the
database query.
“Failed” indicates failure. The possible causes will
be stated

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Successful execution of the database query
displays the output returned on query execution.
The result is formatted as follows:
One line per record of the result set
Semicolon-separated columns
“No data” displayed indicates no data is found.
Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Return Output Text

For detailed information about

Baselining and

KPI, see Managing Baselines and Key Performance Indicators.

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.

Application Classes
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Studio - SQL Query (Microsoft SQL Server)
Studio - SQL Query (MySQL Server)
Studio - SQL Query (Oracle Database Server)
Studio - SQL Query (Sybase Database Server)

Studio - String Search
Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Matching
Lines

Text

Parameter displays the lines that match the
specified criteria extracted from the monitored file.
If more than 1 kilobyte of text is to be shown, only
the last kilobyte of matching lines is displayed in
the parameter.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Count (HB)

Numeric

Parameter displays the number of lines that match
the specified criteria in the searched content.
Unit: Lines/min (Lines per minute)
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
count is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Count (LB)

Numeric

Parameter displays the number of lines that match
the specified criteria in the searched content.
Unit: Lines/min (Lines per minute)
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower
count is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.
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Studio - Remote Command Execution and
Analysis
Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Execution
Time

Numeri
c

Parameter shows the time taken to execute the
command/script.
Unit: Seconds

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Execution
Status

Text

Text parameter that gives the execution status of the
command line or script.
“OK” indicates successful command/script execution.
“Failed” indicates execution failure. The possible
causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Successful execution of the command displays the
output returned on execution of the command/script.
“No data” displayed indicates no data is found. The
possible causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Return Output Text
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Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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Studio - WBEM Request
Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Query Status

Text

Text parameter that shows the overall status of
the WBEM query executed. This includes
connection status as well as query status.
“OK” indicates successful execution of the query.
“Failed” indicates failure of the query/
connection. Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is enabled
for RegExp “Failed”

Return Output

Text

Parameter that displays the output returned on
successful execution of the WBEM query. The
result is formatted as follows:
One line per instance of the result class
Semicolon-separated properties of each
instance
“No data” indicates no data is found. Possible
causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set
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Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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Studio - Web Request
Applies to the following classes:

Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Server Connection
State

Text

Text parameter that reflects the connection status
to the web server.
“OK” indicates successful connection to the
server.
“Failed” indicates failure of connection to the
server

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Execution Time

Numeri
c

Parameter shows the time taken to execute the
HTTP request.
Unit: Seconds

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

HTTP Status Code

Text

Parameter that displays the standard HTTP
response code procured on execution of the web
request.
Unit: General number
Example: 404 = Not found/web page unavailable

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

Status

Text

Text parameter that reflects the overall status of
the web request.
“OK” indicates a successful web request.
“Failed” indicates failure of any one or all
parameters. The possible causes will be stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
By default Alarm is
enabled for RegExp
“Failed”

Return Output

Text

Successful execution of the HTTP request displays
the output returned on query execution.
“No data” displayed indicates no data is found.
Possible causes are stated.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds
or alerts set

For detailed information about

Baselining and

KPI, see Managing Baselines and Key Performance Indicators.

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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Studio - Web Request (Post a form, HTTP POST)
Studio - Web Request (Simple, HTTP GET)

Studio - Numeric Value Extraction
Name

Type

Description

Alert Conditions

Value
(HB)

Numeri
c

Parameter displays the value extracted from the LOG
file.
Unit: General number
“No data” displayed indicates no numeric values
matching the specified criteria are found. Possible
causes are stated.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a higher
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Value (LB) Numeri
c

Parameter displays the value extracted from the LOG
file.
Unit: General number
“No data” displayed indicates no numeric values
matching the specified criteria are found. Possible
causes are stated.
Activate the thresholds on this parameter if a lower
value is desirable.

Alarm or Warning
Alarm
No default thresholds or
alerts set

Thresholds can be set and modified on all parameters.
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(HB) = "Higher is Better" and (LB) = "Lower is Better". HB and LB parameters will always display the same
value since, basically, both represent the same value. The purpose of having two parameters for the same
value is to be able to set different alert thresholds depending on the nature of the monitored object.
For instance, an alert can be set to be triggered on the HB parameter when the value dips too low (it
breaches the lower threshold of the range) and an alert can be set on the LB parameter to go off when the
value rises too high. The setting of alerts is flexible and can be done on either of the two parameters, on
both, or on neither; it depends entirely on nature of the monitored object and the user's specific needs.
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Special Note on Application Collection Status
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This Boolean parameter shows the status of the application and its ability to collect data. A value
of False means that the RSM cannot communicate with or collect information for the application
class on the element.
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ABOUT MARKETZONE DIRECT PRODUCTS
The BMC MarketZone Direct
program sells and supports
third-party products that
complement and/or augment BMC
solutions. MarketZone Direct
products are available under BMC
license and support terms.

BUSINESS RUNS ON I.T .
I.T . RUNS ON BMC SOFT WARE

About Sentry Software™
Sentry Software, a strategic Technology Alliance Partner of BMC Software, provides
comprehensive multi-platform monitoring solutions that enable management of the
hardware and software aspects of all servers and SANs and covering up to 100 % of
custom applications within the BMC ProactiveNet Performance Management
environment. Sentry Software also develops adapters for BMC Atrium Orchestrator that
enables IT administrators to automate the execution of common requests and tasks
that occur in the daily course of IT operations. Combined with BMC’s servers and
network automation tools, the adapters allow IT administrators to implement
provisioning and decommissioning workflows that cover all layers of their IT
infrastructure. Finally, Sentry Software designs connectors that bring storage capacity
metrics into BMC TrueSight Capacity Optimization to ensure IT administrators that their
storage infrastructure is properly sized for their current and future needs.

Bus ines s t hrives when IT runs s ma rt er,
fa s t er a nd s t ronger. Tha t ’s why t he mos t
dema nding IT orga niza t ions in t he world
rely on BMC Soft wa re a cros s dis t ribut ed,
ma infra me, virt ua l a nd cloud
environment s . Recognized a s t he lea der in
Bus ines s Service Ma na gement , BMC offers
a comprehens ive a pproa ch a nd unified
pla t form t ha t helps IT orga niza t ions cut
cos t , reduce ris k a nd drive bus ines s
profit . For t he four fis ca l qua rt ers ended
Sept ember 30,2011, BMC revenue wa s
a pproxima t ely $2.2 billion.

About BMC Software™
BMC Software helps leading companies around the world put technology at the forefront
of business transformation, improving the delivery and consumption of digital services.
From mainframe to cloud to mobile, BMC delivers innovative IT management solutions
that have enabled more than 20,000 customers to leverage complex technology into
extraordinary business performance—increasing their agility and exceeding anything
they previously thought possible. For more information about BMC Software, visit
www.bmc.com.

LEARN MORE
To learn more about our solutions, please visit :
www.sentrysoftware.com/solutions
Like us on Facebook:
facebook.com/sentrysoftware
Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/sentrysoftware
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